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CONVEXITY OF FUNCTIONAL^ BY TRANSPLANTATION 

by 

G. Polya - M. Schiffer 

Introduction. 

In the present paper, we wish to discuss the dependence of various 

functionals on their domain cf definition. The functional^ considered 

will be defined by certain extremuz problems or, equivalently, by boundary 

value problems for partial differential equations of elliptic type.  In 

either case, it is difficult tc compute the functional for an arbitrarily 

given domain, while explicit solutions are available, if at all, only in the 

case that the domain of definition is of simple or symmetric structure. 

There arises the question of utilizing the knowledge of the functional 

for a few special domains in order to obtain information about the same 

functional in the general case. Two different methods have been applied 

successfully for this purpose; namely, the method of transplanting extremum 

functions and the method of vaiiation. 

The method cf transplantation can be applied if the functional in 

question is characterized as the". extremum value of another functional over 

a certain function class with respect to the domain of definition D. Suppose 

that we know the function in D which yields the correct extremum value of 

-ths-functional; if D' is another domain referred to D by a one-to-one 

transformation of a sufficient degree of continuity, we may consider the 

extremum function of D when properly transplanted as a new function in D'. 

Here it will not, in general, be the extremum function for the problem 

considered with respect tc D'; but it may still be a competing function for 

the extremum problem and, in this event, the value it imparts to the D -func- 

tional may be used as an estimate for the actual extremum. Finally, we may 



obtain in this way a comparison between the extrema with respect to D and 

to D'  so  that,   if the D-extremum is known, a bound  for the D'-extremum has 

been found.    The method" of transplanting tue extremum function has been 

used systematically in  [15.! and has  provided numerous  inequalities  and 

theorems. 

The method of variation starts with the assumption that a functional 

is known for  a given domain D and  provides  a  formula for the  infinitesimal 

change of the functional  in case  the domain D of definition  is  changed 

infinitesimally.    The  varlational formula may serve to characterize  those 

domains  for which the  funrtional attains cxtromum values  under various 

side conditions.     It    happens frequently that the formal structure of the 

variational formula  indicates  monotonicity or other growth characteristics 

of the  functional studied.     In  [61 the fact was  stressed that various 

convexity properties  of functionals  could be established by considering 

the second variation of the functional with the domain,   and several 

applications of convexity results were given, .:= — 

*In this  paper a  certain synthesis  between the above two methods  is 

intended.    We shall use the method of transplantation within a family of 

domains D(t) which arise from one given domain D = D(l) by a one-parameter 

transformation.     In this way,  we are able to obtain variational formulas 

and convexity statements  for the functionals  considered.    The information 

obtained is more extensive than that found by one discrete transplantation 

of the extremum function while the results available by infinitesimal 

variation are  improved to statements in the large.    We consider  in this 

paper only a few simple types  of transformation such as conformal transfor- 

mations  in the plane case or one-sided stretchings  in the two- and three- 

dimensional case.    But it is easy to apply the same method to other 



transformations, as well, and various analogous results can then be obtained. 

'iTe indicate briefly the partial one-sided stretching of a domain which 

consists in a stretching of the part of the domain that lies to one side 

of a given line or plane while the rest of the domain is left 'unchanged. 

By using proper partial stretchings, many general variational formulas can 

be derived by the transplantation argument, a fact which shows the significance 

of this simple type of transformation. 

In Chapter I, we develop our method for functionals such as torsional 

rigidity, virtual mass, outer conformal radius and electrostatic capacity. 

Most of these quantities are defined by two complementary extremum problems 

leading to upper and lower bounds for the functionals.  In these cases, our 

method le-ads to corresponding complementary convexity statements which are 

of value in the numerical treatment of the quantity considered. 

In Chapter II, we discuss a useful theorem of Poincare' which permi',T.. 

an easy simultaneous estimation of the N first eigenvalues of a general 

type of eigenvalue problems. This lays the groundwork for the application 

of our method to eigenvalue problems. 

In Chapter III, the convexity of various combinations of eigenvalues 

is studied in the case in which the domain of definition is deformed either 

by stretching or by conformal transformation.  In the problems treated, 

the convexity statement is of particular interest, since the eigenvalues 

considered are defined a.s minima of certain quadratic functionals and since 

from the definition itself only upper estimates for the eigenvalues are 

available in an elementary fashion. Here convexity results lead sometimes 

to lower bounds and are en important numerical tool. We refer to [10] where 

the convexity theorem of this paper has been applied in order to find estimates 

for the membrane eigenvalues of isosceles triangles. 
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In Chapter   IV.  we  indicate  the use which car.  be  ~.ade  of the   fact that 

the   Initial domain D(l)  has symmetry properties .     It is  shown that in many 

cases   the derivative  of the  functional  with respect  to  the  parameter  t can 

be  found  at  the  point  t-1.     Various   inequalities  are derived  a:-,   illustrative 

exa-.ples . 

In Chapter V.  we show  that  the  invariar.ee of  the  class  of harrr.onic 

functions   in D under  c •nfornal mapping can be  used   in  order  to derive 

convexity statements   for some  interesting functi :nals  connected with the 

Green's   functior  for  Laplace's  equation.     In  fact,   the  invariance of  this 

Green's   function  under conformal napping provides   the  simplest  and most 

frequently used  instance of  transplantation. 

Finally,   in  the Appendix,   a numerical  application  is  riven  for  the 

torsicnal  rigidity of  isosceles   triangles  and  rectangles.     This  example 

indicates  how  far  one  car.  go numerically by a  proper  utilization of a  few 

comparison and  convexity theorems. 



Charter   ' 

Tran jj.lantation  of the  Extremal  Function 

1.      Torsicnal Bi^dity- 

l.i    We  consider a  simply-connected.   bounded domain  D  in  the   (x.y;-plane 

and define  a  one-sided  stretching of D  in  the  x-direction as   follows.     We 

subject the -hole  ;lane  to  the  linear  transformation 

(1.1) x'  -  tx y'   -y , t > 0     , 

and define D(t)   as   the   ir.-i-T  of  E  under  this  ..stretching;  wo  call  t  the 

parameter  of  the stretching and   allow   for   it arbitrary  positive values, 

"he original domain D nay  also be  denoted  by D(I). 

We wish to study  the  dependence of various  functional is of the domains 

D(t/  upon  the  parameter  t and  tc demonstrate  a  rather  general method which 

is  applicable  if the   functional   in question  is defined  by an extremum 

problem.    We  explain  the method   for  the case of the  torsional  rigidity 

P(t)  of the domain D(t). 

The  functional  F  is   defined by means  of the  stress  function  f(x,y) 

'or  the domain D.     This   function satisfies  the  differential equation 

..2 
(1.2) £f - -2 2 „_2 dr.        3y 

in D and vanishes on  the boundary C of D.     In terras of f(x,y).we  have  [15": 

(2 jjfdxdy)2 

(1.3) P - - 
j/fi7f)*dxdy 

D 

Using integration by parts and (1.2), we may bring (1.3) also into the 

alternative forms 

(1.0        P - 2 ,1 fdxdy - \j  (Vf)2c.:dy 

D D 

The advantage of the definition (1.3) over the formulas (l.^) comes 

from the following theorem; Let K(x,y) bo any continuously differentiable 



function i:: D which vanishes on the boundary C; then 

(2 J/Fdxiy)2 

(1.5) p^-^r0—5— 
Jj  (7F^dxdy 
D 

Thus, the stress   function  f(x,y)  solves  an extrenum problem for the 

ratic on the right side of  (l.5<   nr,:\  the  torsional rigidity P is  the 

xaximum value  of  i:.i~-   ratio. 

Let now   f(x,v)  be  the  correct jtre.u  function of the domain D(t   ). 
o 

Then  f(t t  *x,y)   is  defined   in D(t),   vanishes on  its   boundary C(t)  and  is  an 

admissible  function   in  the v<jriationa]   problem  (l.5)  that defines P(t) 

Therefore, 

Pit) ^ (1.6) 

(2 If f(t t":x,y)dxdy)2 

P(t) :  

if  [t'V'f-it t""x,y)2 * f_(t t~'x,y)2\:xdy 
D(t) °   x ° 2 o    " 

where f and f„ denote the derivatives of f with respect to its first and 

second argument, respectively. Te change now our variables of integration 

by referring back to the domain D(t^); thu3, (1.6) becomes after some easy 

transformations 

(1.7) 

tt2     Jj      ?.(x,y)2dxdy   Ij     f.(x,y)2dxdy 
D(t   )     1 D(t  )    2 

P(tT^V 

-2 

(?   Jj   f(x.y)dxdy)' 
D(t   ) 

Here,  we  put T • t     .    Observe  that the right side of  (1.7)  has  the  form 

at *b and  that for   T - T   - t        we have equality  in   (l.7)  by virtue of 
o O -i J •/ 

the definition (1.3). 

Consider the curve with the ordinate tP(l)  and the abscissa T - t 

As (1.7) shows (since t is arbitrary), there passes through each point of 

this carve a straight line, no point of which lies below the curve. A curve 

with thi3 proj-erty is obviously a convex curve and the straight lines 

considered are it:: supporting lines. 



-I 
We find from (1.7) ai-Jo the 3lope of the supporting line at the pc'.nt T 

-3/2 

JT 
D(t   ) o 

f^dx dy 

o P( t)2 

o 

(1.8)        a - T3'*  Q =  ^0 
0     P(t r 

o 

Thus, the curve considered  in non-decrea3ing.    We collect our results  in 

Theorem i.    Let P-F(t)  be  the torsional rigidity of the simply- 

connected bounded  plane domain D-D(t) which arises  from D(l)  by ona-sided 

stretching in a fixed direction with the parameter t.    Then tP    ,  considered 

-2 
as a function of the variable f • t , is an increasing function and convex 

from above. 

1.2.    We wish to add a few additional remarks.     Instead of the expression 

tF      we ^ight also consider the  functional AP      where A(t)  is  the area of 

the domain D(t".     In  fact,  Alt)   is  proportional  to  t and the curve AP 

with the abscissa   C * t      has  the same properties as the curve tP 

If D(l)  is  a circle with unit radius,  D(t)   is an ellipse with semi-axes 

1 and  t.     Obviously, 
o        1 

(1.9) f(Y v\  . i-  ( LX       Y  / fvx.y, - r r-t 

is the stress function of D(t) and we calculate easily from (l.O 

.3 
(1.10) P(t) - 2LL 

l4-1 
tP(t)"1 - ^r(fl) 

Thus, in this particular case the convex curve becomes simply a straight 

line which shows that the inequality 

(1.11) -*-- (tP_1)^0 
dr 

is  the best possible one. 

1.3.    Let us  return to the general domain D(l)}     it contains a certain 

circle of radius  r and is  contained in some circle of radius R.    We know, 

therefore,   that the domain D(t)  contains an ellipse with semi-axes r and rt 
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and  is  contained   m another ellipse with semi-axes R and Rt.     The torsional 

rigidity P  is  n  r.onctonic  set   function as   follows   immediately  from the 

extrer.um problem  ('..5)  which defines  it.     Hence,   using   (1.10),  we  have 

the  estimates 

(1.12) r~R4-     (fi)^ tP(t)"1^ Cn-r
Z,)"i('C +l) 

Thus.   tP(t)   ""   as   function of t   is  er.clcsed  between tro straight  lines 

both of positive  jlopo  and  having  a  positive  intercept on  the vertical 

axis.     In  pirticulor,  we 3ee  that tP(t)   *  is  strictly increasing with   "C 

and  that  the  equality  sign  m   vl-3)   ic:   excluded.     The  slope  a of  the  curve 

does  not  increase since the  curve   is  convex  from above;   but we  have  now  shown 

that even  the  limit of this  slope  for IT —*ao m.U3t still be  positive. 

\.U-     Using theorems on the  continuity of the  Green's  function  in 

dependence on   its  domain of definition, we  can  prove  that P(t)   is differentiable 

in t.    Prom the fact that tP(t)   ~   is an  increasing convex  function of  C, 

however,   it follows directly and  in  a mucn more  elementary way that  it has 

a derivative everywhere  except for a null  s6t   in  TT,    Wherever   this derivative 

exists,   it is  given by   (1,8).    From this   formula,  we car. nasily compute the 

derivative of P(t) with rc-.-pect to t;   'using  (!.<;), we obtain 

D(t) 

where f(x,y)  is  the stress function of D(t).    Thus,  P(t)   is a strictly 

increasing function of t. 

We can combine formulas   (1.4)  and  (1.8)  in order to derive the 

inequality 

(l.U) ^r LtPUT11 6: <C3/2?{t)'1 - £ [tP(t)"1! 

The right side  term represents  the slope of the straight line that joins 

the point considered on the curve-  to  the origin.    This  fact could have been 



deduced immediately from the convexity cf the curve without the use of an 

explicit expression for the derivative of t-P(t) 

1.5 The toriiona: rigidity P ha3 been expressed by (1.5) as the 

maximum value of a certain functional m a specified function class F(x,y). 

This fact leads tc ea?y lower bounds for P and was utilized systematically 

in the preceding section.) in ^:de: to obtain convexity results for the 

tor?ior.al rigidity  We wish to formulate now a minimum problem connected 

with the torsional rigidity which will provide upper hounds for P and yield 

complementary convexity theorems for this functional. 

Let D be a given simply-connected bounded domain in the (x,y)-plane 

and q.(x,y) (1= 1,2' be a continuously differentiable vector field in 

it such that its divergence satisfies 

(1.15) 
2 

d x nj.  ^y v 

Let  f(x,y)  be  the stress  function of D defined  in Section 1.1.    We clearly 

have by   (1.4),   (1.15)   and  the  '.ar.isning of f on C: 

(1.16) \ I (fxq. • f q2)dxd>-    -2      fdxdy-F 

Hence 

(1.17) j    (q** q2)dxdy - - JJ (f2. * f^Jdxdy • JJ[ (f^ q^2 • (fy- q^Mxdy *2P 
D D D 

and,   finally,   in view of   (1 .,) 

(1.18) f    (q, * qjdxdy £ P 

where equality can hold only for q-Vf. Thus, the torsional rigidity appears 

as a minimum for a functional defined for all continuously differentiable 

vector fields in D with the constant divergence -2. No boundary conditions 

ar3 imposed upon the vector field  •'he extremum problems (i. 5) and (1.18) 

stand to each other in the same relation as do Dinchlet's and Thomson's 

principles in potential theo:>.  [Cf. Section A.A.I 
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Let now D(t)  be  again  the  family of domains  obtained  from D=»D(l)  by 

one-sided stretching.     If f(x,v)   is   the stre.;s  function for a domain D(t ) 
o 

it defines for this domain the extremum vector field £ = Vf. We can 

transplant this vector field into D(t) and utilize it as a test vector 

field in the minimum problem (1.18) for this new domain  We have to 

transform, however, the vector field in a proper way In order to safeguard 

the side condition (1.15)  Let us define, therefore, in D(t) the vector 

field 

(1.19) f-  q. if  x,y)   ,  q if  x,y)   . 
o 

In view of (1.18), we then obtain the estimate 

(1.20) P(t)* J/^^)2 q,(f x,y)2*q2(f x,y)
2ldxdy 

D(t)   ° 

and, referring back to the domain D(t ), we find in the usual way: 

(1.21) *&*£   j7f2dxdy^//^dxd7 . 
"o D(t )        ° D(t ) 

o o 

Thi3 inequality leads to 

Theorem la: 'u'nder the assumptions of Theorem 1 the functional 

-1 2 
t P(t) is an increasing function of the variable s * t and is convex 

from above. 

The complementary character of Theorems 1 and la is seen best if we 

express the convexity statements as differential inequalities for P(t). 

We may express Theorem 1 in the form 

p'     w P 
(1.22) P" *5 ~   £ 2 ^- • 3 ~ 

while Theorem la  leads to 

(1.23) P"^P£3^ 
t 
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He see that the theorems provide upper and lower estimates for P"(t), 

respectively. 

The method applied in this section may be called the transplantation 

of an extremal vector field.  It is of use in the case of a Thomson 

principle for a given functional while the method of transplanting an 

extremal (scalar) function is appropriate in the case of a Dirichlet 

principle. Friedrichs [51 has studied Legendre type transformations which 

can bring a wide class of minimum problems with prescribed boundary 

conditions into an equivalent form involving a maximum problem with 

natural boundary conditions. By such transformations one can frequently 

obtain for the same functional a Thomson as well as a Dirichlet type 

extremum characterization. The duality between the two extremum problems 

is reflected in the duality between the two transplantation methods. 

In transplanting a vector field we have to change the components of 

the field as well as the independent variables of the field as is apparent 

in (1.19). The transplantation of such a field under general linear trans- 

formations of the independent variables will be discussed in Chapter IV. 

Various further applications of the r.ethod will be given in the following 

sections of thi3 chapter. 

2.  Virtual Mass. 

2.1. Let B be a finite body in the (x,y,z)-space bounded by a smooth 

surface S. Suppose that B is immersed in an incompressible fluid which 

flows irrotationally past the body under the influence of a dipole at 

infinity of strength 1 and directed along the x-axis. The velocity 

potential of such a flow has the form 

(2.1)    $(x,y,z) = x* q?(x,y,z) 



where Cp(x,y,z) i? regular harmonic outride B. We have on 3 the boundary 

condition 

(2.2) - cos (n,x) ^n '        an 

which determines CP\x,y,z)   in a unique way. 

(2.3) 

Let D be the exterior of B; we define [15, l7"1 

fro 

jj/.vcr dx cy dz 

as   the  virtual mass  of B  m  the  x-dlreoticn.    W    is  a  functional of 3 
x 

which plays a role m many hyiro-ivnamical applications. 

Consider a function f(x,y,s) which vanishes at infinity, is continuously 

differentiable in D and has a finite Dirichlat integral there.  Clearly 

(2.4)   f fvf -^Cpdxdy i: - -\\  f ~f-  d(T - ff f cos (n,x)d(T  . 

D 3 3 

Thus,  by Schwarz1   inequality 

(2.5) \Jj(Vf)2dxdydz'^ £ (\ fcos (n,x)d(T) 

D S 

and  the equality sign can hold only  for   Vf = cVCp, where  c  is any constant. 

We have,   therefore,   the  following definition of  the virtual  mass  by means  of 

an extreraum problem: r,. f -os (n,x)d(7~) 

(2.6) max ~ i  

lj ( V i) dx dy az 

Tf.2    If we introduce the trans formation x' • tx, y'»y, z'«z, we 

obtain again a family of bodies B(,t! with exteriors D(t), boundary surfaces 

3(t), and virtual ma3se:; in the x-airection W (t) .  In order to studv the 
' x 

dependence of W (t) en t, we use or.^e mere the extremura definition (2.6) 

of the virtual mass and the transplantation of the correct extremum function 

of a domain D(t ) into a domain D(t) ai< a competing function, 
o 
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Let cp(x,y,z) be the correct extremal function for some fixed D(t ) and 

consider f(x,y,z) - Cpvt t    x,y,z) in the domain D(t). Clearly, this 

function has a finite I'irichlet integral and may serve to estimate W (t) 

by means of the inequality (2.6). Wo have 

I   \\   (p(t0t"
ix,y,z) cos (n^dcr"!2 

(2.7)    lf(t)£-^  
X jjJfV~2?N^rdxdydz 

D(t) 

Tie  change our variables  :n order  to use D(t  )  a:;  domain of  integration instead 
o 

of D(t)} this means simply a replacement of t t x by x. Observe now that 
o 

cos (h,x)d(X - dydz    ir>  not affected  by this  change  of variable.     Hence,  we 

find 
r: 'c iff vl*d*dz + III[^2 * Vydxd*d 

U(t ) D(t ) 
(2.8) [tJUOr1^: C 2   , 

t ( fj cp cos (n,x)dtf") 

o 
using again the variable Z. • t *".  Thau, we have an estimate 

(2.9) [tW (tOf1^ at • b 

and, for^- *C • t , we have by (2.6) o  o 

(2.9') [tKtir^at   *b oxo c 

_ 1 -2 
This  result shows  that  tne  curve  [tW  (t)]      with T -t      as  independent 

variable has at every point a supporting line and  is convex from above. 

Thus,   it has a  tangent everywhere,  except for a null set; wherever the 

tangent exists,   its slope is  given by 

f/V    2 
(2.10) a- —     ?    I I ! CP, dxdydz ^ 0 

WxU;    D(t) 

This  follows from (2.8) and the equation 

(2.11) Jj     Cfcos   (n.x)  dtf" W 

6(t   ) 
o 



which i3,   in  turn,  an  im.r.edi.ite  consequence of  (2.2)  and   (2.3). 

He conclude from (2.10)   that tW  (t)  is  a non-decreasing function of t. 
x 

Since the volume V(t)  of the  body B(t)   is given by V(t) •» tV(l) we may also 

say that  the  combination VI    i3  non-decreasing in t. 
x 

We summarize our  results  in 

Theorem 2.    Let W  (t)  be the virtual mass  in the x-direction of a 

body B(t) which arises from B( 1 ) by one-sided stretching in the x-direction 

with the   parameter  t.     Then  CtV   (t)]       is,   considered  as  a  function of the 

variable T - t    ,   an increasing function and convex from above. 

2.3.    The curve [tW (t)l      with abscissa  C behaves asymptotically 

quite  differently from the  curve  tP(t)       considered  in the  preceding 

paragraph.     In fact,   it is  easily seen from  (2.10)  that the slope of the 

curve converges  to zero if   T—"»co,   that is,   t—>0.    This  is due to the 

fact that even a  plane  plate has  a  finite virtual mass  if  it stands  under 

right angles  to  the  flow direction;  and  for t—>0 the  function W  (t) will 

converge  to   the virtual mass  of the plane  plate obtained by projecting the 

body B(l)   into  the  (y,z)-plane. 

The  plane  plates,   perpendicular to the x-direction,   give an elementary 

family of bodies B(t)   for which the explicit dependence on  Z   of [tW  (t)1 

can actually be computed,    ^ince B(t)— B(l), we see that in this particular 

case 

(2.12) [t» (t)f1 - kT1/2 ,    k independent of T, 

which is  a monotonic curve convex from above. 

2_dt.    He can derive further results for the virtual mass  by using the 

method of transplanting an extremal vector field.    For this purpose, we have 

to characterize H    by a Thomson type extremum principle.    He define in the 

domain D a solenoidal vector  field q-q, ,q„,q  ,  that is,  we require the 
— X        <. j 

differential condition 
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(2.13) 7q 

We supjose  further that  |q|*0("~)    as  r —^ co and  that X- 

U.u) II' q   dx dy d z   <. cc 

and that  the boundary condition 

(2.15) q-n - -cos   (n,x) 

be satisfied on S. 

The  velocity potential   Cp(x,y,z)  defined in  (2.1)  leads  to  the vector 

field VCp   of the  required  type.     If q  is  another  admissible  field,  we have 

(2.16) f[fq2dxdydz -|jT(V9)2dxdydz* 2   fj(q - Vty ) VCfdxdy dz 

(VCp- q)*dxdydz 

Using the harmonic character of Gp, the conditions (2.2), (2.13), and (2.15), 

we find 

(2.17) fl [(q- VCp)-Vcpdxdydz  - 0 

thus   (2.16)  leads to the  inequality 

(2.18) UTq2d*dydz £.    if( 9qP)2dx dy dz 
D D 

and equality can hold only for q- V<f .    % the definition (2.3) of the 

virtual mass,  we have therefore 

(2.19) Wx - mm  |fq2dxdydz 

where all solenoidal vector  fields with the boundary condition  (2.15)  and 

the proper behavior at  infinity are admitted.    This minimum condition 

characterizes the velocity potential  (J> and yields at the same time estimates 

for the virtual mass W  ;  it is  called  'he Thomson principle  for the virtual 

raaso problem.     It leads  to easy upj^er bounds  for W  ,   in contradistinction 

to  the extremum problem  (2,6)  nhich perr.its estimates for W    from below. 
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2^5    r'e consider now  the  one-sided stretching of the body B-B(l)  in 

the x-direction.     Let  CD be  the  correct velocity potential  in the  exterior 

D(t  )  of the body B(t  ).    We  transplant the  vector  field q EVcp   into 

the domain D(t) by putting 

ft t to % \ 
(2.20) qt  5   * qi("^ x,7,z)   ,  q2("£~ x,y,z)   ,  q^-f x,y,z)j 

Clearly,  q.   is well-defined  In D(t)  and solenoidal there.     Its norm is 

integrable over D(t)  and  it is  easily verified that on the boundary    S(t) 

we have 

(2.21) q.<a - -  T~  cos   (n,x) 

t 
Thus,  we have  to use  the vector  field    ~f q.     as  test field in   (2.19). 

We find  in the usual way 

(2.22) !xll!^^JjJq2dxdydz.!o   JJf(q2M2)dxdydl 
0 D(t  ) *    D(t  ) c o 

This  inequality shows  that  t    *   (t)  is a  convex  (from above)  function of 

^ - t    ;  the slope of the supporting line at every point t is  given by 

(2.23) 
f    2       2 f ff        2 2 
: (q„ * q^dxdy dz  -  t    / ll^fy   * <f z   Idxdy dz 

D(t) D(t) 

We proved thus 

Theorem 2a. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, the functional 

t m   (t) is a non-decreflsinf function of C -t  which is convex from 
x 

above. 

We may formulate Theorems 2 and 2a  in the form of the differential 

inequalities , 

(2.24) K'tK'^'x^3^- 
t x 

and 

(2.25)        K*\K*A\ 



- r 

We see again that the two results lead to upper and loner estimates for W" . 

We can combine both inequalities and obtain 

(2.26)       (W^/Wx)
2^i/t2 

3.      Ihfi_Qut§r Radius . 

3 ..1    Let C be a smooth closed curve  in the complex z-plane;  let D be the 

exterior of C      There exists n  unique  univaient anal/tic function in D which 

naps D onto the exterior of  the unit circle and which has, near  infinity, 

the  series  development 

(3.1) f(z)--*-z*a   •—•... ,       r>0 r o     z 

The coefficient r(C)» r,  a functional of the curve C  (or its exterior D), 

is   called  the  outer radiu.s  of C. 

°ince 

(3.2) g(z)  - log | f(z)l  - log | zl • log -J- • O(rJ-) 

is the Green's function of D with the logarithmic pole at infinity, we 

may define also  the outer  radiu3  potential-theoretically by 

0.2')        log ^ -    lia (g(z)- log I z|) 
r      IZ/-^OD 

If z"z(s) is the parametric representation of the curve C in terms 

of its length parameter s, we define for z(s)tC 

(3.3) *«>-ifr "^ 

where n is  the  interior normal with respect to D.    We clearly have 
r 

(3.4) J Ms)ds - 1 
C 

It is also easy to derive from  (3-3) and Green's  identity the formula 

(3.5) j log | z
3' 2/(s)ds - log -J" -  g(£ ) 
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This result holds still for  £eC and we find 

(3.61 log 
«•, 

log 

) 

vv V(s, )^(sJds,ds 
1 2      12 

with z. » z(s.. ),   z   - z(s. 

Let next    P(s)   be an arbitrary continuous  function with 

(3.") J P(s)ds  » 0 

Consider the  inte.qral 

(3.8) ^(^vj) log  ,   X   j     C(s)ds ^pirj 

which represents a harmonic function h  ( C , n )  in D and another harmonic 

function h,( V, n)   in the   interior D of C.    The  two harmonic functions 

have  the same  limit values  at "ach point  1/€C,   but their normal derivatives 

jump by the amount 2"!Tp(s)   if we cross the curve C at the point z(s). 

riy Green's   identity,  we have  the  relation 

v2 
(3.9) (Vh/d^dn -jj (Vh/d9dn  - -fhj^f " 7T^ 

2TT /    I log ^ 
C    C '12 

()(s1) p(a )ds1ds2 ^ 0 

Finally, we observe that by (3.5) and (3.7) 

(3*10)        ll'°g ^^   ^(3l)f(s2)dsld32 - °   ' 

Let now   u(s) be continuous on C and satisfy 

(3.11) JV63 ' 1 

C 

Then, using p(s)-->"(s)- u(s), we easily see that in view of (3.6), (3.9) 

and (3.10): 

(3.12)    log "J- * / / log ~±—   V(3l)  p(s2)d3lds. 
C C    '12 
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Thai,   the outer radius  can be defined by an extreraur. problem with respect 

to  continuous   functions  on  C  .lith  integral  1. 

The  extremum j.roblem   iefining  log "*"   ,   already considered by Gaus3 , 

has  a simple electrostatic  interpretation.     In fact,  consider a  charge 

distribution   u(s) with logarithmic potential,   total amount 1 and spread 

over the curve C.    The   integral in  (3.12)   represents the total energy of 

this  charge distribution.     The  equilibrium charge distribution -V(a)  is 

distinguished by the  fnct that  it minimizes  this energy,    ^he minimum energy 
1 

log may be  called  the  capacity of the conductor  C. 

3.2    We consider now a family of curves  C(t) which are obtained  from 

one  fixed  curve  C(l)  by one-3ided  stretching with parameter t.     Let C(t   ) 

be one  fixed curve and   "t^s)   its  corresponding charge density.     If C(t)   is 

any other  curve of the  family we  define on  it a density by 

(3.13) yx(s')ds'  *   V(s)ds , 

where s'   is the corresponding length parameter on C(t).     In view of  (3-12), 

we have 

(3.u)     l0g -1-5 <  j    j    log    ,    J 2 v'=i' r<,J)d'i,ta2  • 

Referring back to the curve C(t ), we find easily 

(3.15) log —^   ^      j f    log — *    ^(3]L)-P(s2)d3,d32 
r(t)     C(t0) c(to)    \ Vx2)2+Vy2)2 

o 
We may interpret 

t2 t2 

(3.16) exp[    J I    log — r-°-r 5   ^(s,) ^sJds.dsJ 

o 0 

t2^-^)2*^"^)2 
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as a geometric r.oan with the nor.-negative weight function   "^(s);   thus,  we 

car. write* 
2 t    t 

(3.17) -^  ^G[- —-A -] 
r(tT t(xfxj2' y7l-y2)

2 

"e apply this result for two different values of t, say for t and T. 
n 

'using the well-known Hoider-Minkowski  inequality [",  p.  21,   (2.7.1) 1 

(3-18) a[al* GTb 1 e-Gfa * tT 

we find _ _ 
.2    T2 t* C T^ t* 

(3 19)    -i • -^  ^--r ^ • 2 • 
r(t)2 r(T)2 '   t2U,-x2)^^(yi-y2)

2 T2^- x.,)2 • t2^- 7^ 

Now, we utilize the fact that if A -'"0, B >0, and w >0 

(3-20)      -4 ^r^'  = -  *** , <0  . 
dw< A"*b     (Aw*B)3 

This shows that w/(Aw*B) ia convex from above and satisfies the subadditivity 

condition 

(3>21) l [_!i !s_^—2 (TV 
2^-B  Aw2*B— A.i(vw2) + B 

Let ua suppose that t, t , and T are chos6r. so that o 

(3.22) t2 - \  (t2*T2) 
o  « 

Then we find from (3.19) and (3.2l)i 

x2 
i  *2    T

2 t
n 

(3.23) § [-^ • -L-^]  ^ Gf f p1 2 r(t)2  r(T)2      (xrx2)
2* (yi-y2) 

But J>(s) was jiu>t the equilibrium charge distribution of the curve C(t ) 

and hence by (3.6) the right side of (3-23) is just tV(r(t ) ). Thus, 

we finally proved: 

,  t2      T2      ^(t
2
+T

2) 

•(t)2  r(T)2    r(i (t2*T2)) 

2     2 ? 
that is, t /(r(t) ) in convex from above as function of t . 
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fle  can  transform this  re-iult by observing the   identity 

H2 1 H2 
(3.25) -*-r f(x) - xJ "S txf(x)]    ,  9 - l/x 

dj'*        dx J 

which holds for every twice differentiGble function f(x).  This formula 

shows that from the convexity of xf(x) in x > 0 follows the convexity of 

fix) in dependence of C - l/x > C.  ^hus, (3 -24.) leads to the result that 

— 2 —2 
r(t)       is  convex  from above  as   function of t • t 

_2 
Finally,   it  is easily seen  fro-  (3.1^)  that r(t)      does not decrease 

with increasing t.     -hus ,  we may state 

Theorem 3-     Let C(t;  be  the  smooth closed plane curve which arises 

from C(l.'  by one-sided  stretching  in  a  fixed direction with the  parameter  t; 

let r(t) be  its  cuter  radius.     Then r(t)       is  non-decreasing and convex 

from above  as  a  function of  the  variable    t   - t 

3.3.     It  is easy to extend  Theorem  3 to arbitrary continue in the plane 

by approximating them by smooth  closed  curves   for which the result has  been 

established.     There exist  rwo continue   for which r(t) '* is a  linear function 

of  "C .     In fact,   consider any  line segment of length -C ;   it is  easily seen 

that its outer radius   is  r •   *-/L.     If the segment lies  in the direction 

of the stretching, we have 

(3.26) r(t)"2 - AT 
t 

while  if it lies  in noriTsai direction r(~t)r    will be unaffected by the 

stretching.    Thus,   in  the   inequality 

A2 

(3.27) -a-r r(t)"'   ^ 0 
d t 

equality does  hold  for these   two types of segments. 

If C(l)   is a circle of radius R the curves C(t) will be  ellipses 

with semi-axes R and Rt      It. is  easy to compute 
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(3.28) r(tfZ - ^  (!• t)"2 - ^  £ 5 
R^ R^  (APT *1) 

This   formula  enables  us  to determine the  asymptotic behavior of r(t) 

in  the  case  that C" —>0 or   en  for many curves  C(t).     In  fact,   let us 

suppose  that C(l)  contains  a circle of radius  R    in its   interior and  is o 

enclosed by another circle R.. The outer radius r is a monotonic 3et 

function as can be noen easily frorr. {'$.2 ) and the maximum principle. 

Thus, by means of (3.28), we have the estimates 

(3.29) "4r (1* t)"2 ^ r(t)'2^ \  (1 • t)"2 

R, R 
1 o 

3.A.    He defined the capacity    log l/r of the  curve C as  the minimum 

energy of a charge distribution of total amount 1 spread over C.    Suppose 

now  that we bring n charged particles  on  the conductor C,  each having the 

charge l/n; ?rhat is  the minimum ener^r of this set?    Clearly,  we have to 

oolve  the minimum problem: 

(3.30) -*"r /   „ log -; * 7    - min        ,        i,k-l,...,n 
2n    i/k l7i" zkl 

th if z.£C is  the location of the i '   particle in the equilibrium    position. 

Closely related  to this problem is  the question for  the n      order 

diameter of a curve C which i3 defined by  [31 

(") 
(3.31) [d (C)l 2    - max   7T" |z- " zj   ;     i,k - 1,... ,n;z.^ C,  z  £C     . 

i«ck IK 

It can easily be shown that the d (C) form a montonically decreasing 

sequence and that they converge to the outer radius r of 0. 

We can deal with the d in the same way as we dealt with the outer n 

radius.    Transplanting the extremum points  z    under a stretching, we can 

-2 -2 prove that d      is  a non-decreasing convex function of C • t 
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We remark, finally, that the d can be dofined for an arbitrary plane 

point set and that lin d  does always exi3t. This limit i3 called the n 
n—>co 

transfinite diameter d of the set,;[3l.     It can be shown from our preceding 

result that d *' is a non-decreasing function of T - t      and  convex from 

above. 

U•      Electrostatic Capacity. 

4JU1-     Let S be a sr-.ooth closed surface  in  the   (x,y,z)-space and let D 

be  its  exterior.     We  define   in D  a harmonic  function V(x,y,z)  which satisfies 

on 5  the boundary condition 

U.l) V = 1      on 3. 

V is  called  the conductor  potential of the  surface S;   it has at  infinity 

the form 

r -  Y' U.iO VU.y.z)  - ^-O(^) 'x   +7   • z 

and the factor K is called the  capacity of 3.    K may be interpreted as 

the electric charge which  induces  on the conductor 3  the  potential 1. 

By Green's  theorem,  we hav«i 

U.2)        jT/(VV)2dxdydz  - -f 9 V 
V -2-S d <T - ATTK 

D 3 

If f(x,y,z)  is an arbitrary function which  is continuously differentiable 

in D, has a  finite Dirichlet  integral over D and vanishes on 3 and at 

infinity, we have 

U.3) \1|\7V-Vfdxd7dz 

Thus, clearly by the usual arguments 

s2 {U.O K =• min J(Vu)*'dxd7dz 
) 

where all continuously differentiable functions U(x,y.z) with finite 

Dirichlet integral are admitted which have on S the boundary value 1 and 
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which vanish at  infinity.    Thij minimum principle characterizes at the same 

tine  the  conductor potential V and  the capacity K.     It  is  called  the Dirichlet 

principle  for   the conductor problem. 

If S(l)   is  a  fixed surface,  we may obtain the  family 3(t)  by one-sided 

stretching,  say in  the x-direction,  and denote by K(t)   the corresponding 

value  of  the  capacity.     Fror.  the definition of K by means  of the extremum 

problem iU-A), we can derive the  following results by the method of trans- 

planting  the  extremal  function: 
t2 

U.5) ^-rV    l'i f C-f V2*V2*V2]dxd7da t ^TTt     JvJ      2    x      y      z ' 
° D(t   )  t 

o 
where V(x,y,z)   is  the conductor potential of the surface S(t  ).    Thus, 

we have 

Theorem I*.    Let 3(t)  be  a closed smooth surface which arises from 

3(l)  by one-sided stretching in n  fixed direction with the parameter t; 

let K(t)  be   its  capacity.    Then K(t)t      is a non-decreasing function of 

t • t      and  convex from above. 

The slope of the supporting line at every point t of the curve is 

given by 

dxdy dz 

D(t) 

From this  formula we can easily compute 

(A.7) 4r K(t)  « 7^7  iffr-V2*^* V^dxdydz at L,\\ t JJ J        x      y      z 
D(t) 

Li2i>    ^e can define on the surface 3 the charge density 

</..8> V(P) - - jij   |I 

which is by the maximum principle non-negative on S and satisfies the 

condition 

U.9)       JJ V(P)dcf - 1 
S 
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If P and Q are points of D we shall denote their distance by r(P,Q)- 

We have 

U. 10)       -J- V(Q) - jf v(P)r(P,Q)-1dcrp 
S 

and by virtue of U.9): 

U.1I) J - j[ IT V(P)v(Q)r(P,Q)_1dCTpdcrQ 

S 5 

It is also easy to verify Gau33' theorem: 

U.12)       ±  - nin  ! '• '  '"N ••' '" ' N 
\J jj u(P) p(Q)r(P,3)"1d<7pd!rQ 

where all functions u(P) on S are admitted which satisfy 

U.13)      ff yi(P)dCT - 1  . 

*e obtain from the extremura definition (4.12) for the capacity an 

estimate for the quantity K(t). Transplanting the correct charge distribution 

V(P) of S(t ) onto S(t) by the law o v 

U.U) Kx(?)dC/   =• V(P)d<T 

where do-' and dCT are corresponding surface elements, we obtain: 

<*•»>    KUT^J/  J/4(l-<i|2'^7,2,(l-f)2rl/!l'(PM'w^ 
S(t ) o(t ) wo o    o 

We remark next that if a, b, and t are positive 

(^.16) •*- / rV-1  <  °      • 
dt* \^aC*hj 

Hence, we obtain from (4.15): 

°      S(t ) S(t ) rlF,a' 
0     O 

This estimate proved that tK(t)  is a non-decreasing function of t 

which is convex from above. This can also be formulated as the statement 

that K(t)  13 convex from above in dependence on t  .  (See (3.25).)  If S 
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is  i plane surface perpendicular to the x-direction, we have S(t) =- S(l) 

and  in this  case  tK(t)  " becomes a linear function of t while K(t)      is 

independent, of t TnUL, our  result  is,   in a certain sense,  a sharp one. 

By  (4.17), we  find as  the slope of the supporting line to the curve 

tK(t)      versus t 
r 

U. 18) a -     I 
Sit  ) S(t  ) o o 

r(P.Q)' 
(T- q ) * \z- Xf±- ^(P) v(Q)d(rpd(rQ 

We can compute from this   result 

s(t ) s(t )   r{?'q) 

o o 

This  formula shows  that  the  capacity grows with a one-sided stretching. 

Co-paring formula:-   (/. .7)  with  (4.19) we obtain an  interesting  integral 

identity.     It  leads,   in particular,  to the   inequp^ity 

U.20) V2 dxdy dz ^ [V2* V^dxdydz 
y     z 

Equality holds  here  if  the  surface ^  lies  entirely in  the   (y.z)-plane,  since 

in thi3  case we  have obviously K'(t)»0. 

In order to compare the convexity results of the  last two sections, 

we formulate them as differential Inequalities for K(t).    The convexity of 

K(t)t      in dependence on t      leads tc  the  inequality: 

U. 21) t2d^K   ,tdK^K 

dt2 dt 

while the convexity of tK(t)  in dependence on t yields: 

(t *-f * 2 <£)K:> 2tK'2 

dt2       dt 
U. 22) 

We see that  the  two  inequalities  laad to estimates of ^~z    from both sides 
dt 

and thus  complement each other.    This was  to be expected since they were 

derived from the complementary extreraum problems   (A.4.) and  (A. 12) which 
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pcrr.it upper and lower estimates for the capacity. 

4.3. The extremura problem (4-4) for the capacity K can be generalized 

by admitting continuous functions 2/(x,y,z) in D which are continuously 

differentiable except for o smooth surface 5~^ in D across which their 

derivatives are permitted to jump. In fact, the equation (4.3) hold3 

for functions f(x,y,z) of this class and this implies (4-4)- 

•^he fact that -ne  can relax the continuity requirements for the competing 

functions allows us to introduce a type of one-sided stretching slightly 

more general than that used till now. He  consider the transformation of 

the (x,y,z)-space 

tx for x £ 0 

U.3) 7   - y 
x  for x^O 

which is one-to-one and continuous  but which has discontinuous derivatives 

across   the  plane x»0 for  t/l.    We call  this   transformation a  partial 

one-sided  stretching in  the x-direction with parameter t. 

Let B-B(l) be a given body with surface S-S(l),  exterior D-D(l), 

and capacity K-K(l).    By B(t).  S(t), D(t),  and K(t), we denote the 

corresponding concept:; after a partial one-sided stretching in the x-direction 

with parameter t.     Let V(x,y,z)  denote the correct conductor potential for 

the body B(t  );  then the function 

r *„ 
V(-jp x,y,z)    for    x >0 

(4.24) Vt  - \ 

I V(x,y,z) for    x^ 0 

will be weV.-defined  in D(t,) and an admissible test function for the minimum 

problem (4.4/. Hence 
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U.25)     iTK(t) ^ [(f)2  Vx(f ^y^'^'V^dxdyd 

fff     [V2* V2* V^dxdydr J J u x       y       z ' 
D(t),x60 

We refer back to D(t ) and denote the part of D(t ) n the half space o ' o 

x ^ 3 by D and the other wart by D .  We find J     o ^ J     o 

U.26)  ^TTK(t)^ fltV^*vf •V^ldxdydz^ffrr-r; V2. • — (V2 • V^)Mxdy 

D" D* 
o o 

with V-V(x,y,z). We rearrange the terms and observe that 

dz 

U.27) 

thus,  we  obtain 

^^V  "   jjj ^^^^dyd: 
D(t0) 

U.28) K(t)-K(to)^^|j/rvJ^-V^ldxdydz 

(t-t0)' 

£TTt i\\k^ dz 

We use  the well-known fact that K(t)  has arbitrarily many derivatives with 

respect to t.     Hence,   (4.28)   implies   immediately 

[V2* v2- V^dxdydz u-29)    K/(to}'z?fr z       X 

Thi3  formula holds even when the whole body B lies  in the half-space x< 0; 

clearly,   in this case,  the bodies B(t) will coincide with B and hence 

K'(t) = 3.    This leads to the integral  identity 

(4.30) 11 i r\r • v* - r 'dxdy dz - o ffftV2* V2- V^dxdydz - 

if H ij any half-space in D bounded by a plane x- const.    This  identity can 

also be verified directly by integration by  psrts. 
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He obtain further from (A.23) the estimate for the second derivative 

of K(t): 

U.jl)   K"(t )£ —^ iff V2 dxdydz 

° D* 
o 

Finally, combining (4.29) and (/. .31), we find 

U.32)        t2K"(t  )• t K'(t  )<£ 71-   ffftV2* V2* V^dxdydz^Kt  )     . o o        o        o        ATTjJJxyz J       —       o 

Thus,  we arrive  at the differential  inequality 

U.320 t2K"(t) • tK'(t)^K(t;        , 

which generalises   (4.2l)  to the case of partial stretching.    We find thus: 

Theorem !*&•    The  functional  t    K(t)   is convex from above  in dependence 

of  the variable  T = t       in  the ca.;e of a  partial one-sided stretching with 

the parameter t. 

UjU.    We formulate now  the Thomson principle  for  the  capacity of a 

conductor.    We observe that     .~z VV    represents  a vector field    q^ in D 

with the  following properties: 

U.33) 

U.34) 

V- q - 0 
rff 2 
jlq   dx dy dz   <. oo 

D 

(A.35) (T q.fldcT   - 1 

-2. 
I q I  • 0(r     )     an    r oo, 

If q(x,y,z) is an arbitrary vector field with continuously differentiable 

components in D and satisfying the above three conditions, we have 

rrr 2 Prr ? Ctf I-IY 7 
U. 36)       Jq  dxdydz-  I jlq  dxdydz* 2 jlq  • (q- a  )dxdy dz •   //(q- a  ) dxdy dz 

D JD D D 

We observe next that by  (A.33) and  (4.35)  and the fact V- 1 on  S 
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ana,   in particular, 

-'1 U.37'J jjj^dxdyd. =• — 

D 

Thus,   U.36)   If ads  to 

U.38) fJjVdxdydz 5> ^ 
D 

and     ~.K    can be defined as   the minimum of t.he left-side  integral for all 

admissible vector  fields  q.      This   is   the required Thomson principle. 

It is  important to observe  that the vector field q nay even be discon- 

tinuous  along a smooth surface S^ in D,   provided only that  (q-fl)  be the sane 

on both sides  of 2T«     In fact,   this latter  condition is  sufficient in order 

to establish   (A. 3n) which is  equivalent  to  Thomson 's  principle. 

Consider now  again  the bodies  B(t)  obtained from B»R(l)  by the 

partial one-sided stretching  (4.23).    ^et q* v*V be  the extremal vector 

field for  the exterior D(t   )  of the body B(t  ).    We define  in D(t) the o o 

transplanted  vector  field 

t t t t t 
U.39)        qt EECq^Y x,y,z)   , ~* ^~t   x'^'z^   '  ~t   ^~t   x'^'z^ 

if x ^0, while q. • q if x^ 0. The vector field q is well defined in 

D(t); it is discontinuous across the plane x"0 but its normal component 

passes continuously acrcs3.  It satisfies the conditions (^.33) - (4.35) 

with respect to the domain D(t) and is. therefore, a test field in the 

inequality (4.38). 

We arrive at the inequality 

-4-        o 
D 

o 
+ Ojtq^q^q^dxdydz 

D 
o 
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Rearranging as  in the preceding section, we find 

(/'*a) ^TTK(t)  "  ATTI 

(t- t   )' 
Q 

tt 
rcc 2 
I      q. dx dy dz 

ife  deduce  from  U.-U.) 

U-tf)        ft '^KUT1 ' "  t jjj 'V^-q^xdydz 
D(tf 

which agrees with  (i.29).    Furthermore, we derive from the same inequality 

<*•«>   £[z^'^ fq^dxdydz-  *£  [TFATTI J   -1 t dt    £TTKlt; 

Combining  (/«.A2)  and  U.£3) we  find 

U.U)       [• 

D(t) + 

and 

-I i»*l 
L^-rrK(t)J    t L^-n-K(t)    -2 to, • 

2n,. 
qi* q2* ^^xdydz 

D(t) 

,2  ^TrK1 

This  inequality may be interpreted as   follows: 

Theorem 4b:    Under partial one-sided stretching the functional tK(t) 

i3   convex from above as a  function of the variable s • t   . 

This result holds,  of course,  a fortiori in the case of one-3ided 

stretching of the whole space;   it  is,  however,  a weaker result than the 

convexity of tK(t)      as a  function of t which wa3 proved in Section 1+.2. 

-1 
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5•       Angular Jtretching. 

5.-_I-    It is possible to study the change of the  preceding and similar 

functional^  for various other  types of deformations   in the sane way as 

we did  in the case of one-sid-^d  stretching.    The  extreraura property of the 

functional combined with the transplantation of  the extremal function leads 

egain to statements on raonotonic or convex dependence on the parameter of 

the deformation. 

We mention,  as an example,  the deformation by angular stretching. 

Let D be a domain in the   (x,y)-plane and let 0 be a point outside D. 

We choose 0 as  the origin of a polar coordinate system r,   (p and assume 

that D appears  from 0 under an angle  S-^~ 2>TT.    We subject the whole  plane 

to  the deformation 

(5.1) r' - r       ,       <P' - tcp      ,      O^K2? 

and define D(t) as t.ne image of D under this transformation. Clearly, 

D(t) lies still simply over the plane and the mapping D—>D(t) is one-to-one. 

We shall say that D(t) has been obtained from D»D(l) by angular stretching 

with the parameter t. 

The torsional rigidity P(t) of the simply-connected domain D(t) can 

be estimated by moans of the inequality (1.5) and by using the transplanted 

stress function from the domain D(t ).  It is useful to bring the formula 

(1.5) into polar coordinates and to consider the functions F«?(r,<I>). 

We have . 2 

(2      F(r,<p)rdrdcf) 

(5.2) P - max -    " 

j[[Fr^^rdrd<?> 
D 

Using the same method as  in Section 1.1, we find  the  inequality 
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ttj    ,'      A-  f2r drdcp •      \\    f2rdrd< 
O      .'   u r^ '<j   u 

-rdrdcp-     jj    frrdrdcp 

D(t  )  '       r D(tJ 

P(t)        ° (2   ''    f(r,0>rdrd<p)2 

D(t   ) o 

where X - t      and  f(r,<p)   is   the  correct stress  function for the domain D(t ) 

Ho 3ee  from (5.3)   that the curve of tP(t)      plotted versus the abscissa 

•y • t      has  at every point a supporting line with the slope 

.5.0 
f r. 

t3p(t)"2   JJ    ^   ^rdrdCf> 

Dft)   r 
C 

W may thus state 

Theoren 5.  Let P(t) be the torsional rigidity of the simply-connected 

bounded domain D(t) obtained from D-D(l) by angular stretching with the 

parameter t. Then tP(t)  is increasing and convex from above as a function 

of th.6 variable V - t 

5.2. He obtain from (5.0  and (1.4) the estimate 

(5.5) ^df[tP(t)"1l^-^[tP(t)"1l 

This inequality can be written as 

(5.6) 3c l0S -t3P(t)"1^0 

which shows that t P(t) decreases with increasing Z  or that 

(5.7) P(t)t decreases with increasing t 

while 

(5.8) P(t)t" increases with t. 

These two estimates give upper and lower bounds for P(t) if P(l) is known. 

He can derive from (5.O  also the derivative of P(t) with respect to t 

and obtain 

(5-9)       ^-iJJV'i^?  • 
D(t)    r 

a formula very similar to (1.13). 
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Chapter  II 

On a Theorem of Poincare 

1.      Statement and Proof. 

1.1.    We  consider  real valued  functions  u,   v,   u   ,u  ,...    <^,    <p. , . . . 

that belong to a certain class   21.    We  assume  that  if u and v belong to 

7. and  c  is  a  real  constant,   also u*v and  cu belong to Zl.    We consider 

8 symmetric bilinear lanclioiial A[u,v] over   Z».    That is,  AtujV"1 is defined 

for any functions  u and v of the  class  2_» and has  the  properties 

(1.1) i[uj* iLj.vl  - A[u1,vV Atu2,v] 

(1.2) A[cu,v" - cA[u,vl , 

(1.3) A[u,v"! - A[v,u] 

Let B[u,vl denote another symmetric bilinear  functional over   TT. 

(Therefore,   (l.l),   (1.2),   and   (1.3)  remain valid  if we substitute B for A.) 

We assume that B  is definite positive;  that is, 

(l.O BU.u1 > 0 

unless  u vanishes  identically.    With the functionals A[u,vl and B^u,v] we 

form the Ray^eigh ratifi 

Rfu"! is defined fur oil  functions  u belonging to 21,  except for the identically 

vanishing function.     If c  is  any constant,   c/0, 

(1.6) RCcu"1 - R[ul 

according to  (1.2),   (1.3). 

We assume that we deal with one of the many examples,  familiar in 

mathematical physics,   in which it is possible to define the eigenvalues 

V. , V2, I/,,.. .  and the eigenf unctions    CD    (^     CD.,... belonging to Rtul 

as  follows: 
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The firot eigenvalue  is   the r.inimura of Riul and  Cf>    is  a  function 

for which this  minimum  is  attained,  so  that 

(1.7) V    - Rtcp^^Rlu"! 

for any function u of  £1 (u ~0 excepted,  of course).     In view of  (1.6) we 

can choose   cp.   so  that 

(1.8) B[CP1,CP1
n  -  1       . 

Now assume  that n <- 2 and   Q. , CP2, . .., CP    .   are already defined so that 

(1.9) B:cf^fvn -^ 11    ,K 1      i-k 

for i,k " 1,2,...,n-l.    Let us seek the minimum of Rtu"1 under the side- 

conditions 

(1.10) 3'Cp^u1 - B:^2,U^ -   ...  - B[Cpn-1,u1 - 0 

Let   V   be the value of this minimum and   <P    one of the functions  for which 
n T n 

""V    is  attained,   so  that the  relations   (1.10)   imply n 

(1.11) 1,    - R[Q ^ Rfu"1 
un in 

We may choose   <Q   30 that 
'n 

(1.12) BfC^CfM-1 

Then,  obviously,   the relations   (1.9)  are satisfied  for i,k • 1,2,...,n-l,n. 

IXZJL    There  is a simple and efficient method to estimate the eigenvalues 

"V ,-y„,...   that 3eems to have been first observed by Poincare  [11,  p. 259-261 

Let g, ,gp,...,g    be any m lirearly independent functions of the class 

C  and let the real variables  x-,x.,...,x    range  through all systems of 

values except 0,0,...,0.    Then 

ZTZTx xA[g  ,g.] 
(1.13) RCx,g,*x2g   • ...+x g  1 - —-L-* J—iL- 

11    22 n°     2&AB[iliiki 
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by virtue of  (l.l),   (1.2),   (i.3),  and  (1.5).    By virtue of  (l.*),   the 

denominator  is  a definite positive quadratic  form  in x.,x_,...,x   • 

We assume that £h§ quadratic forma  2ITalk
x
i
x

k and ^T^Tb    x x^, 

Iks iaijfix QL shicii is supposed to be dsliniie positive, haye the property 

thai Isx aU xaiuas QX X.,X2,...,X   (0,o,...,o, of course,, fixaaptfid) 

(l.u) 
.  Z2Ia.kx x 

R(x g   * x g   • ... • x g 
112 2 mm        ^TZb 

ik*!3^ 

la lei '^ > ^2 "'m -9nQ^ ^ roots QI the gharaslexiatis equation 

(1.15) 

a... - l^b..   ...  a,   - -Ub. 11 11 Ira lm 

a . - ~Ub .   ...  a     - Vb 
ml mi mm mm 

y\ 2        V3 ~ Vm 

increasingly ordered so that 

(1.16) 

Then 

(i.i7) v,4 -v' -v.'£-»',...,v ^ V' l l      < <c mm 

We follow the usual notation for quadratic forms in assuming that 

a.. • a, ., b,. - b,  . 
ik  ki'  ik  ki 

In order to prove  the theorem stated, we make use of a well-known 

theorem of Algebra  [l,  Chapter 13, Sect.     59,  Theorem II].    We introduce 

m linearly independent linear homogeneous  functions r.,y0,...,y    of 
l c. m 

X,,x_,...,x so that 
l £. m 

' 2 /_2 

(1.18) 

We set 

(1.19) 

'ikxi*k W'"*7* 

u - xlgl - x2g2 * ... * xmgm 



r 

.rr.jidcr un integer r.. 1 s= r. t=r,.1 s'iMect x,,x_,...,x to the n-1 conditions 

vi.10x nnd, in addition, to the m-n conditions 

(1.20) ynn - yn+2 - ... -7B-o  . 

*hu3 we set up a system of 

(n-l) * (m- n) - m-1 

homogeneous linear equations for the a unknowns x.,x_,...,x .  This system 

possesses a solution different from 0,0,...,0 which we call x,,x„,..,,x • 

As these numbers do not all vanish and g-.»g~,...,g are linearly independent, 

the function u, given by (J..19), does not vanish identically and, since it 

satisfies (1.10), satisfies also (l.ll). We infer from (l.ll), (l.L4), 

(1.18), (1.20), and (l 16) that 

(1.21) V  ^ Rfu1 

<£ g!ik^ 

2* 2.    . 2 y^V -.. + yn 

^n   • 

and so we have attained the aesired conclusion "V -^ -v' for n • 1,2, . .. ,ra. n n '   '       ' 

2.      Remarks and Appletisna. 

2.1.     It  is  important to observe that,   in view of (1.13), we satisfy 

the condition  (l.lij   if we choose 

(2.1) aik^A[gi,gkl       ,       bik-B[gi>gkl 

We may make the  following deduction from the fact that   (P    provides 

the   rdnimun of R[ <$ 1 under  the  side  conditions   (1.10).     Let   T  be an arbitrary 

function of the clasa   ^1 which is orthogonal to    *?i > • • • > 9n_i-    Then, we have 
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by   (l   l),   (1.2),   and   (1.3),   the  equation 

k[ CD , q>  } • JJtAl Q   , ^ ! + t2A[ ^ , f 1 
(2.2)      R[ cp • tyi -    Ta ln -^ 5     . 

n     • n in 

The condition that this ratio be a minimum for t-0 leads by elementary 

calculus to the requirement 

(2.3) A[cfn-^
1 " 1/nBCcfn'1*''1 

In particular, we have for m ^ r. 

3/„  if  n" m n 

0   if  n^m 

Since  this  equation  is  symmetric   in n and  m it must hold  for  arbitrary n and m. 

We observe  now  that we  can obtain  equality simultaneously  in all m 

inequalities   (1.17).       For   (1.13)  yields,  by virtue  of  (2.3/), 

.   2        ,2 -.,2 

(2.3")    u^v .,nCftl]-   -S.v;—TT^     • 
12 n 

Thus,   if we choose g   - Gp<   and   (2.i),   the determinantal equation  (1.15) 

turns  out to  be  simply 

(V- V.)(V-i> )...(V-  y )  - 0 
i c. m 

and so xA becomes V. , and all the m inequalities (1.16) simultaneously 

become equations. 

2.2. We consider as given the m linearly independent functions g,,g2,--.>g • 

Their linear combinations (1.19) form an m-dimensional linear subspace S 
m 

of 21• Let us vary x.,x_,...,x , that is, let u vary in this subspace S , 
l    c zi • m 

and let us seek the maximum of R[u"l.     If we ass'jme   (2.l), we easily conclude 

from  (1.13),   (2.1),   (1.18),  and   (1.16)  that 

(2.A) max    Rtu1 - -v' 
.. 0 m ufr.S 

m 
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Take now the case considered in the foregoing Section 2.1 when for a 

suitable choice of the subspace S  (namely g - <$.,  g- - 92» • • • >8 " °P ) 

the inequalities (1.17) become equations. Considering the inequality (l.2l) 

and (2.^), we se-i that 

(2.5)        V   " Min max R[u] 
m  S  uiS m    • 

We used capital M in Min and lower case m in max to emphasize the difference 

between a variational extremun problem and an elementary extremum problem 

that is concerned only with a finite set of variables.  The minimax 

definition (2.5) of the m ' eigenvalue ~U   is very different from the m 

well known definition due  to Courant  [2,  p.  113 \ which involves  two successive 

variational  extremum problems.     In the case of  finite quadratic  forms   (when 

y^is  a  finite dimensional vector  space)*   (2.5)   is  due  to E.  Fischer  [/*]. 

We may take  the  liberty to call an m-dimensional linear subspace S 
m 

of 21 an m-dimensional "convoy". As the ships in a convoy must travel 

together, the speed of a convoy depends on the slowest ship. Bven if we 

wish to make R[u^ as snail as possible, (2.^) represents the best that 5 
m 

can do for Rtu"1 provided that 6    is considered as a convoy, as a set with 
hi 

solidary elements.  If we seek the best m-dimensional convoy, (2.5) 

represents the solution of our problem. And so we may describe v , the 

m  eigenvalue of Rtu1, as th<? "r-dimensional convoy-minimum of R[u^". 

2.3. The present section deals with an eler.entary remark on the 

relation (1.17) that we shall need in the next section. 

We consider finite sequences, ach consisting of m real numbers, such 

as cK . , <*;     . .., o< or 6., 6-,..., (3 . We say that the sequence 

<Xi   > c*i   »• • • > c<.     is a rearrangement of o(., c*-* • • • »CV  if 1, ,ip» • • • |i 
12 m "' _     _       *     _ 

are different positive integers  none of which exceeds m.    Let <*, , o(~, ..., oC 
1      c. ra 

denote the rearrangement of   ex.., <pu,... ,oC     in ascending order so that 
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(2.6) a,  'L cx\ £ .   .   ^cx" 

We say that   i\, , c*   ,     ., c*     is raaporlzed by   /2L , (2-,..., (S     if 

(2.7) ^   f^ tf. , *   ^  * ., ^7  ^ J5_ 

We express   the  fact that   o<.,,.., &     is  malorized by    ,"3, , .. . , {3    in writing l n * , i y m 

(2-8) <XroU.       ,*„ << 5r ^2»...,^B    • 

Thus,   as   the ~V   and   ~2S ' are  arranged  In ascending order,    ~V. " V. , 

~V'   m  V      and we rrjiy express   (1  17)   in  the more concise  form 

(2.9) Vi-^        •VL<<  ^'v'     ..,1/' 

(a)     As^'-yne  that ihere are. rearrangements   oC     , c*     , . .., o(.     and 
Xl       X2 1m 

$u  ' 3v  ' • • •' (Ov    ^ ^ *   and ol the  ^ ,  respectively,  such iaai 
V Kl    I K2 V    m v 

(2.10) *     £   Pk,'^Pk, ^i   ^   Ac 

Then (2.7) follows, and sjj i^e of are. aajfirlsed by ins  (5- 

Since a simultaneous permutation of the o(   and the %   leaves obviously 

intact the essential hypothesis of this lemma (a), we can assume in proving 

it without loss of generality tnat the inequalities (2.10) are reduced to 

the form 

(2.11) *i*rV*2^fV"   '*»-frB 

where    Bg Sn    is a rearrangement of the   /j .     If no pair of subscripts 

i and k exists such that 

(2.12) KV.,      fj     ^ 
k 

(°.ll) coincides already with the desired (2.7). If, however, there is 

such a pair i,k as described by (2.12), we infer from (2.1l), in vi6w of 

the ordering of the c<  (see (2.6)) that 
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and  so 

•*i - \- "* - h, 

Therefore,   interchanging   /6.    and    Dp    we bring  (2.1l)  one step nearer to 

the desired final situation   (2.7) which we can thus attain  in a  finite 

number of similar steps.     This  proves   (a). 

(b)   Suppose ibat ihe sequence  cX1>-..,o<m la aajacized by IM agqy.erry 

^.'•••'6m aM there are $7J2 elements.   oq 111 iflfi LiCfii sequence ^   ^ in 

the second, s_usn inai  (Xi "  B^•    II IS delete   o<.  and   p. ,  ih_fl remaining o< 

(n-1 in number)  are alili majoxizad by ins remaining   |6   (alas n-1 in number). 

If one of the defining inequalities   (2.7)  happens to be   o(. ^ (3,, 

the assertion is   immediately obvious.    Otherwise,  there are subscripts  i' 

and k',   l'/k,.k'^i such that 

(2.13) tfj.6 ^        ,       c*k, <^ ^k 

occur in  (2.7).     It follows,  however,   that 

U.H) ^^(3k-^^fSr 

Now, by virtue  of lemma   (a), we may rearrange the   6,  and,   using (2.14.) 

we may replace   (2.13) by 

°v*Fi'   •    ^i^<?k 
This brings us back to the  immediately obvious case and  proves   (b).    There 

is no need to formulate the obvious extension of  (b) to the deleting of 

several pairs,  each of which consists  of an 0( and a   ft   equal to that 

particular   CX.    We shall need,  however,   this  extension  in the next section. 

2.L.    Let us assume  that those eigenfunctions of R[uT that belong to 

eigenvalues equal  to the same number   V form a vector space of finite 

dimension.     (This  is so in the most usual problems of Mathematical Physics.) 
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If  this dimension  is    ( ,  we  say sometimes  that ~P   is an eigenvalue of 

multiplicity   Z,  or  (better)  that X   eigenvalues coincide with  ~U.     (In 

fact,   v   is   the  cocoon solution cf   i   different extremal  problems,  see 

•Section  1.1  or   U .5) .) 

We  introduce,   however,   a  further,  more special,   assumption.     Let p 

denote  the set of variables   (the  point)  on which the  functions  of the class 

/ .   depend.     We assume  that there  is  an operation J of period  2  (J     is  the 

identity,   J  is  an "involution")   that transforms   the  point p into  p,  so that 

Jp • p       ,       Jp  -• J(Jp)  » p 

We  assume  that the  involution J  transforms  every function u(p)  of the  class 

^_k   into a  function u(p)  of the  same  class,   and  that 

(2.15) A[u(p),v(p)' - Atu(p).v(p)l     ,     3ru(F,),v(p)1  =• B[u(p),v(p)l       . 

(Example.     Let p stand  for  the  point   (x,y,z),   p for   (-x,-y,-z), 

D for a bounded domain symmetric with respect to the origin,  and let the 

class C consist of the functions  having two continuous derivatives within 

D,   continuous within,  and on the boundary,   of D,  and vanishing on the 

boundary.    We set 

A^IKV"
1
  -        i(uv*uv*uv   )dxdy dz , J J •>     xx      yy      zz 

BCujV1 • '• • | uvdxdydz    ; 

both integrals are extended over D. The conditions (2.15) are satisfied. 

We could define p differently, as (-x,y,z), or as (-x,-y,z), provided 

that D has the corresponding symmetry, with respect to the y,z-plane, or 

the z-axis, respectively.) 

We call the function u(p) even or odd. according as it satisfies the 

first or the second equation 

(2.16) u(p) =• u(p)   ,  u(p) - -u(p) 

We develop a f3w consequences of the above assumptions and definitions 
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(a) IX u ia cdfl and « is ?! V£I1 

A^v"1 =• B'u.v 

In fact, in using the definition of even and odd functions and (1.2), 

we find 

A[u(p),v(pT - A[-u(p),v(p)l ~  -A[u(p),v(p)l 

In view of the first equation (2 15) the assertion concerning A follows, 

and that concerning B follows similarly. 

(b) if. q>(p) is aa £ige.n.f unction ol Rfu" th,ai b_£lojags is iae 

eigenvalue v. aiiia C?(p) i& an sAgenXiyiiiieii belonging ie ihe game 

eigenvalue V. 

In  fact,   Cp(p).   as  an eigenfunction,  must be obtained  at a  certain 

step of the  recursive  process  described  in Section 1.1.     If this  step is 

the nth,    Cp(p) -  qp (p),    V-. -u .    Yet,   in view of (2.15). we can sub- 

stitute   in  the  defining process 

?,(?),qp2(p),  .,<?n(p) 
for 

tL(?), %ii),• • ,qpB(P) 

without altering the corresponding eigenvalues 

1  ^     n 

This proves (b). 

(c) If V is aD eigenvalue of. multiplicity   X,   the eigenfunctlons 

belonging t2  v  have a basis,  that ionslata Q£ j  even and k QM functions, 

J*k-^,     j >0,  k>0 

Let   Cjp(p)  be an eigenfunction that belongs  to   "V.    By  (b),   Cp(p)  is 

also an eigenf unction that belongs  to   V,    Therefore,   Cp(p) • ^(p)   is 

either identically 0, or,  except for a constant factor, an even eigenfunction 

belonging to   v.    Similarly,   q>(p)-   Cp(p)  is  either identically 0,  or an 

odd eigenfunction belonging to  ~U.    let 
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(2,17) q)(P) - §fqp(p) • p(p)^Jr»(P)- c^(p)1 

and  both terns  canr.ot vanish en the  right-hand 3ide.    Thus,   there exist 

either  even eigenfunction:;,   or  odd  eigenfunctions,   or both kinds  exist. 

The even eigenfunctions  for•, a  linear subspace and  possess a basis 

consisting of j  function:;,   and   the o~d eigenfunctions  possess  a  basis 

consisting of k functions.     (If there are no eigenfunctions of one or  the 

other  kind,   J  or k may be 0,   respectively.)     At any rate,   as   (2.17)  shows, 

any eigenfunction belonging to   ^  is  e  linear  combination of  these  j*k 

basis   functions.     These  j*k  functions are obviously linearly  independent, 

since  only the  identically vanishing  function  can be both odd and even, 

and so  j*k"  x.     This  proves   (c). 

We can describe  the  situation viewed  in  (c)  and  its  proof,  by saying 

that there are  j  even eigenvalues  and  k odd  eigenvalues  coinciding with  ~V\ 

we  call,  of course,  an eigenvalue odd or even according as the eigenfunction 

associated with  it is  odd or   even.     Under  the  assumptions  of the present 

section,   namely  (2.15),  we c_an  label  each single  eigenvalue as  even or odd. 

(d)    4&£Uffi§ iiiai in£ fjinciions_ g  , g2,.. ., p    considered in Section, 1.2 

are even and thai a.,   and b     ars gizen by (2.]).    Tjjen ins roots 

•V' , 1)', ..., V'  d ins characteristic equation (1.15)  Da j oxlzs. UQi only 

lh§ firai m eiggjiYaluejj,  but in§ £ir^i m EVEN eigenvalues. 

It is also true:     "If the  functions  g.,g_,...,e    are chosen as odd, 

"l^n i "^> • • • >~V    majorize  the  first odd  eigenvalues"  and  the method  of  Droof 1       d. B 

that will be  used applies equally to both cases. 

Let n denote the number of those odd eigenvalues that are not greater 

th 
than the m      even eigenvalue,  and let gm+1'^^• — '^m+n ^eno^e ^e oc^ 

eigenfunctions belonging to these n odd eigenvalues.    Apply the theorem of 

Section 1-2 to the m*n functions  g, ,...,g  -g ^, ,...,g  .     (instead of the 
1 m    m*i m+n 
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m functions g, ,...,g   .)    Applying  (a)   to  (2.1), we see that there are  two 

m by n rectangles  in the characteristic determinant (see  (1.15)) one in the 

north-east corner,   the other in the south-west corner,  all elements  in 

which vanish.    Thus,   the determinant is a product of two determinants,  one 

of order m,  the other of order n.    The latter has,  in view of  (1.9) and  (2.2), 

non-vanishing elements only in its nain diagonal and yields as  roots  precisely 

the n odd eigenvalues associated with g «.-.>...,g.   •    By the theorem of 

Section 1.2,   the m*n roots of the determinant majorize the m*n  first 

eigenvalues of R[u"l.    The n odd  eigenvalues occur  both in the majorizing, 

and in the majorized,  set.     If we delete  these n odd eigenvalues,   jnly the 

m roots corresponding to g.,g_ g    remain in the majorizing set and 

only the m even eigenvalues  rer.ain  in  the  majorized set.     Using  (b)  of 

Section 2.3, we attain the assertion   (d). 

It does not diminish the   interest of the  foregoing proof that some 

more or les3 definite statement approaching (d) has often been tacitly 

assumed in the computation of eigenvalues. 
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Chapter  III 

Eigenvalue Problems 

1.      The Convexity Theorem. 

L^l.     In this chapter,  we shall combine Poincare's theorem with the 

method  of transplanting extremal functions.    We will  obtain various  results 

on  the dependence  of  eigenvalues  on their domain of definition.     We  formulate 

an eigenvalue  problem which  is   general  enough to  cover various   important 

particular  cases,   but we do  net  intend  to  complicate our  presentation by 

aiming at  tne  greatest possible  generality. 

Let D be a  fix d finite domain in the  (x,y)-plane which is bounded by 

a  smooth curve  C;   let s  be  the  arc length on C,   counted  from some  given 

point on C.     We  introduce   two  continuous  non-negative  functions  on C 

(1.1) h(s; r)  >0       ,       k(s;t) ^0 

which depend on  an additional  real  parameter  t   whose  role will  become 

clear  in  the sequel.     Let  further 

(1.2) p(x,y;C)>/,     ,     q(x,y; Z ) > 0     ,     r(x,y; C) > 0 

be three continuous positive functions in D which also depend on the same 

parameter C. Finally, let £ be tne class of all functions  <^>(x,y) which 

are continuously differentiable in D and are continuous in D+C. We define 

in ^_ the functional 

(1.3)    Rj^1 - 

hdx2 + kdy2* [p<^ • q^ "Idxdy 

r $ dx dy 

which still depends on the parameter t .  In the notation of Section (II, l.l), 

we have 

(I.A) A[u,vl - 

and 

uv f 2 2 
dx    • k dy    • fp^x* 1 uyv

y"ldxdy 
D 
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(1.5) I'u.v"1 - \ r uv dxdy 

We define a set of eigenfunctions uy(x,y;T) end eigenvalues XyC^ ) 

for the functional R^t^l by the sequence of minimum problems described 

in Section (II, l.l). The existence of extremal functions is guaranteed 

by the general calculus of variations and it is also well known that the 

th 
V      eigenfunction u. satisfies the differential equation 

(1.6) 
_,   au  3  3uv 

V rUV 

with the natural boundary condition on C 

3uV auy JT     2 • 2~~   ' 
p ~z.— cos (n,x) • q •_  cos (n,y) - uyy hcos (n,y) • k cos  (n,x) (1.7) 

where n is the interior normal. 

In view of the conditions (II, 1.9) imposed on the extremum function, 

we have the orthonormalization conditions 

(1.8) BTu .U ,1 • £ 

where we denote as usual by $       the Kronecker symbol 

(1.9) Spv" 
0 if **> 

1 if u • V 

On the other hand, we derive from the general statement (II, 2.37) and (l.S) 

the set of equations 

(1.10)      Aryu,l - VPv 

We introduced the eigenfunctions u.y and their eigenvalues Ay by a 

sequence of extremum problems and showed that they satisfied the linear 

partial differential equation (1.6) with the linear homogeneous boundary 

condition (1.7).  It can be shown, conversely, that the system (1.6), (l„7) 

has only a countable set of eigenvalues Aj,, which tend to infinity with is 

and that this set coincides with the set of extremum values of the 

functional R_[<$1.  In most applications, one is interested in solutions of 
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the  differential system and  the  extremum problems  considered  are   introduced 

for methodological  reasons. 

1.2.     We wish now  to  make asjumptions  regarding the dependence of 

the   functions   (l.l)  and   (1.2;   on  the  parameter   T.    We  put 

(1.11) Xv =   \V{T) 

and are going to draw  conclusions  on the dependence of the eigenvalues  upon 

the  parameter.     Let us  consider at  first: 

iiypokheaia  I.    h,  k,   p,  and q ar_2 continuously dlfferentiable and 

convex Icflfl absve in iepejicience 2fl  T .    r is  Independent QZ  
fZ,. 

We want to  prove  the 
N 

Conclusion.    Ine s_ura   2-1 ^ v( ^ ) i£ £2T arbitrary iatagsr N convex 
V- 1 

Iroju above, aji a lunation Q! T. 

In fact,   let U3 write for short h-h(s;"C),  h   • h(s; C  ),  etc. where 

<T    is  an arbitrary but fixed value of the parameter.    By our hypothesis, 

we  have at each point of C: 
i 

(1.12) h^rh   • (C- r )h,     ,    h- -s^r h(s; T) o O       i 1 ?   i- 
C"^o 

and three analogous inequalities for k. p, and q. Observe that by the 

inequality between geometric and arithmetic means, we have 

/   ~ '   h + h    k • k 

(1.13)   y(hodx^kody
2)(hdx2 *kdy2) ^ -^2— <*x2 * -°j- dy2 

^ (h * -—^ h. )dx2 * (k • —r-0 k, )dy2 
o   2    1       o   £ 1 J 

We define now the functional R'      [ $"* which is obtained  from R—C^l 

if we replace 

(l.U) P    by    PQ* (T- CQ)Pl       ,       q    by    c^ • (T-T^^ 

and 
,/      p        P 2 2 -1/2        r-f        ? c-r 

(1.15)     flhebc    *kdy      by     (hodx*kQdy) [ (hQ • -J^lujdx   • (kQ + -j^k^Ay   1 
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In view of the inequality (l I)) and the inequalities for p and q which are 

analogous to (1.12), we can asjert that for each (£ of the class 2*.. we have 

(1.16) ILt$l^R'       f $1      . 

We may put 

(1-17) R'       [$]  -        •  °_    , 

Let   ^.^p'-   -'^N be thfc N flrst eif^enfunctions belonging to R    [c§1. 
o 

We  form 

(1.18) u - x^-x^*    .   *xNfN 

and have by (1.16), (1.8), and (1 .10) the inequality 

r„i ^  -JL 1  (1.19) Vu1* 

with 

(1 ,20) ai,'Ar,r[^'^k 

We denote by   A   ,     ., A.,  the eigenvalues of the symmetric matrix ((a.. )), 

arranged in increasing order of magnitude.    According to Poincar^'s theorem, 

we have 

(1.21) hv^ K> V-1,2,...,M     . 

ilnce the sum of the   A,,   equals  the trace o ' the matrix  ((a.,,,)), we ik 

derive from the definition of R« 

(1.22)        JZ\V^ 
(h   - -r-8 h, )dx2 • (k   + "T2 k. )dy2 

 o       *       1 o  ^       1 

2 ? 
h dx   + k dy 

o o 

XI $2 

4^,1^2    r a$^2) v^-vvzw • V^OV rr<-ir> Hy 
v- l v- 1 
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Thin  inequnlity has  the form 

(1.23) Z_ V^ K   71 Av( To)* (r- TQ)aN 

The geometric interpretation of this result is  obvious:     If we  plot 
N 

the  function y -  X_[ A^(t) against the variable T,  the curve lies  always 

below the straight line y » y   • (*C - t )aN , passing through the  curve 

point  ( IT   ,y  ) •    Thud,   the curve has at every point a supporting line 

and  is  convex from above.     This   proves  our assertion. 

1,3.    We find from (1.22)  the slope of the supporting line 

T   h.dx2 • k.dy2       N 

D 

Let us suppose that for some given value of C  the N first eigenvalues 

hy(z)  are all different.     In this case,   it can be shown that the   \y(t) 

have derivatives with respect to T   if the coefficient functions  h,   k,  p, 

and q are continuously differentiate functions of t .    Clearly,we find 

dXv(T)      .   f    h dx   • k dy -    rn a&,2 ? <±LA? 

<l-*»>    —3^F— ij  r   2      ,' #* W"^' 'h'TT** 
C   Vh dx•k dy JD »  o o 

In order to discuss the case of a multiple eigenvalue let us suppose 

that   Aj, has   the two eigsnfunctions   &, and   «$»+-. •    There is an ambiguity 

which eigenfunction should be taken in  (1.24.)  and we may use as N 

eigenfunction as well the linear combination 

(1.26) * " * $N * P $Mn     »     *2* P2 " X       • 
This  leads  to 

(1.27) aN - aN-1* (X2K • 2cX^ L • p2 M 
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where  K,   L,   and M are easily  computed  from  0.2^)  and   (1.26).     Except 

for the singular case L»0, K - M we have therefore an Infinity of supporting 

lines;   the minimum and maximum slope of this  family can be easily determined 

from (1.27).    Thus,  the curve y(T) will,   in general,  have a corner point 

if the la3t eigenvalue  in the sura is degenerate and possesses an eigen- 

function   Cj^. 

An extension of these considerations  to  the case of a greater degeneracy 

of the eigenvalue   \, is obvious .    We will,  in general,   find a corner for 

the above curve, due to the fact that the freedom of choice for   <P« leads 

to supporting lines with different slopes. 

X^.     In this  section,we shall make 

Hypothesis   II.     h,   k,   p,   aj^ q aiS ialapeniejii Q£ T  ana r is £0Ji£in- 

JiOjisJj differentiable aiifl iflnjrejj fxaa frelow in   T. 
N _ 

2sxi£iUsiQI3 •    XilS 2UQ  y    A    (T)      is convex from below ia Z   for 

ariiirsxy civics si ills iniegex N- 

The  proof is  the same as  in tne  previous  case.    We have by assumption 

(1.28) r >r   • (TT- T  )r.       ,      r.   = #£_ I 
o -,    1 1      3u   |T -T 

o 

if r => r(x,y; T ),  ro
mr(x,y;'.      .    We replace  in R^t^1 the function r in 

the denominator by r   • (T- ^0^Ti  and obtain so a functional R~      T^ 1 

for which holds by (l 28): 

(1.29) V^^^1'   rr      *[* ' * ] 2  fj [ro* (T- To)r;)l$'idxdy o 

for arbitrary $ of class £_. 

Let now $(x,y)  ("V - 1,2, ... ,N) be the N first eigeni unctions of 

R [^ 1 and denote their corresponding eigenvalues by \  . We put 
To V 
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x, x2 xN 

(1.30) u  --=±=7   VT^   $2*...*-7=  $N ^     f^ 2     V^F 
By   (1.8),   (1.10),  and   (1.29),  we  have  the  inequality 

'       '^llll!2 W — >xn 
(1.31) Rf[ul ^ 

^- Z_ ° 
with 

(1.32)        bik- jj[roMt-v^i   rr^rl^^    • 

We denote by    A.,...,/!,, the eigenvalues of the right-hand side quadratic 

ratio in  (l .31)  and have by Poincare's theorem: 

(1.33) KV^XV V-1,2,...,H       . 

The X  are defined by the secular equation (II, 1, 1$) with a.. - <$".• 

and the b.. defined in (1.32). This equation may be brought into the form 

(1.3J |bik- (A')-1 5lk| - 0 

Thus,we have 

(1.35)    Hjr- H*w- I V^-V'i1 n     Mdxd?   ' V'\   np       V-l 

and by  (1.33) 

Thus, we have shown that the curve yNC*-)" 2_* Ao(T)  has at every point 
v-l 

a supporting line which lies entirely under it and this proves our statement. 

The slope of the supporting line is 

(1'37)       -N-JJ'li jfcl***T ' 

This formula permits us again to calculate the derivatives ~r Ay(T ) if they 

exist and to discuss the corners of „he curve y,.(T ) if degeneracy of eigen- 

value occurs. 



It should be observed that we have to assume In thi3 section that the 

functional A[<£;<3>~. u  positive-definite  in the class   £.     In fact, we 

operated with the reciprocals of the eigenvalues  and the  inequality (l.36) 

becomes meaningless  if   A   ', T. ) • 0. 

2.       Application, to. Stretching 12X Domains. 

2^.1-    In  the preceding sections, we considered a variational problem 

in which the coefficients dependec  upon a parameter   C.    We use the method 

of  transplanting the  extremal  function  insofar as we estimated  the minimum 

for a given value t   by using the correct extremal function for  T    a3 a o 

comparison function.     In the following sections, we w*nt, to consider fixed 

variational problem:; with respe-t to domains which depend on a parameter *C 

By referring the variable domains  back  to one  fixed domain we will  reduce 

the problem to one of the previous  form, namely a variational problem for a 

fixed domain with coefficients depending upon a parameter T .    Thus,  the 

results of the previous  sections will become applicable to the problem of 

varying domains. 

He shall study the minimum problem for the  functional 

k J $2ds •  ff(V$)2dxdy 

(2.1) R[$l--S --£  
|f    £'dxdy 
"i 

The corresponding eigenfunctions 'x^ix,y) will satisfy the Buler-Lngrange 

equations 

(2.2) Au^ Ayuv- 0 

with the natural boundary conditions on C 

<2-3) "an"-ka* 
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Clearly,   the  eigenvalues   Av depend on  the  parameter  k.     From Poincare's 

theorem,  we derive the result: 

The eigenvalues A,,(k)   increase monotonically with k.    From the theorem 

of Section 1.2, we find further: 
N 

IheQCfin  1.    The su-n   2_Z A-y(k) is  for arbitrary integer N convex from 
2v-i 

above as  a  function of k   . 

We may apply  (l 24)  in order to find  the derivative of the above sum 

whenever it exists; we have 

(2.4) ±   ^ *   '°  •   I   ^ «2 £ Uk)" J £ ">- dk 
C 

th 
if u    is  the    v     eigenfunction to  the value k of the parameter 

If k  ->oo,   the eigenvalues   X^(k)   tend  to  limit values   Ay which 

correspond to the eigenvalue problem 

(2.5) ZW Avu - 0      ,       u - 0      on C     , 

the problem of the vibrating membrane spanned over D and clamped in at C. 

2.2.    We consider the family D(t)  of domains which are obtained from 

a given domain D«D(l) by the  one-sided stretching in the x-direction 

(2.6) x' - tx y' - y 

The extremum problem for the functional R[(J>1 over a domain D(t) may be 

expressed as  the analogous  problem for  the  functional 

k f Wdx? * t'%2 • j! [t~2§2
x+ $yldxdy 

(2.7) Rt[fc ] - -5 1 S  

II $2dxdy 
JD 

and with respect to the original domain D-D(l). 

-2 
We put t  "I  and observe that the hypothesis I of the Section 1„2 

is fulfilled. We may thus draw the following conclusion: 
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Theorem    2.     If the domains  D(t)  a,-9  obtained  from D-D(l)  by one- 
N 

sided stretching with the parameter t,   the suras   2 . Ay(k) are convex from 

^      -2 yml 

above as  iunctions of the  parameter   L • t      for arbitrary fixed values N 

and k. 

From  (1.24) we calculate 

2 H.   ~ C r N_ a^z 
(2.8) JL  v" \   (k) - * 

d* v^l    V 2 y; *rr*.t4.\\t:&2** 
dx   * X   dy      V- 1 V-l 

This  formula show3 that the suras  increase monotonically with the variable   X> • 

We consider,   in particular,  a rectangle with sides of length a,  b    and 

parallel to the x- and y-axis  respectively.    The eigenvalue problem (2.2), 

(2.3) with k-0 ha3  the ei^enfunctions 

Jir mjr 
U^J -  cos 

* a 
x cos ~r~ y 

0 
(2.9) 

with the eigenvalues 

0    P2        2 

(2.10) Av"7^^ * •2}       '        ^^0,     B^O       . 
a b 

Under a stretching in the x-direction with parameter t, we thus obtain 

(2.11) jzxv- r^/2^W 
V- 1        a b 

where the summation is to be extended over all pairs (x ,m) which lead to 

the N first eigenvalues. As long as no \     is degenerate the coefficients 

in the right side linear function remain unchanged and the left side sura 

is a linear function of T . This result shows that the convexity statement 

of the preceding theorem is the best possible statement with respect to the 

second derivative of the sum, considered.  If Au is degenerate for "C - X 
N O 

and we have the two representations 

(2.12) A N 

P         mf /         m 
7T2(T     —1 • -*   ) -   TI^T     —2 • -2) V Lo     2        , 2   ; M   ' Lo     2        v2 ; 

a         b a          b 
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with    «1 *~ -*T> 
we have to use the pair  (-/, ,nu) in the formula  (2.1l) 

a:?  long as   t f f    but have tc replace  it by (^_,nu)  for   T>T . 

Thus,   the slope of the line   (2 11) suffers a discontinuity at the point 

of degeneracy   T    and it is clear that  its value decreases.    This agrees o 

with the convexity theorem, which covers,  however,  much more complicated 

situations  than the one discussed here. 

Similarly,   the eigenvalue problem  (2.5) of the membrane leads  in the 

case of the rectangle to the eigenvalues 

(2.13) V TT2(4" • "5)       ,      <? > 0    ,    a>0 
a b 

and an analogous situation arises. 

2.3.    The value of the convexity theorem of the preceding section comes 

from the fact that it permits  to estimate the eigenvalues of a whole class 

of domains D(t)   if the corresponding eigenvalues are known for a few domains 

of the class only.    We want to illustrate this fact by a special case which 

will be   discussed in detail. 

Let D be the square with diagonals of length TT; we assume that the 

coordinate axes coincide with the diagonals of D and we consider the family 

of rhombi D(t) obtained from D by one-sided stretching in the x-direction 

with parameter t.    The eigenvalue problem to be studied for this clafcs of 

domains is 

(2.U) Au* Au - 0      ,      -fS - ° 

The lowest eigenvalue of this problem is always   A • 0 corresponding to a 

constant eigenfunction.    We want to study the value of   u - A2 f°r this 

problem and for the rhombi D(t). 

fun 

By virtue of the convexity theorem of Section 2.2 with k-0, N-2, the 

ction u depends convexly upon t - t . We shall compute now u(T ) for 
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the value   1. » 1,   that is  for  tho 3quare,   an>i determine  two supporting lines 

through this  point  to  the curve   i>(T).    This will  lead to an upper estimate 

for all  points  of the curve. 

•iince the ^ides  of the square D have the length a"b-p   /y2, we obtain 

from  (2.10) 

(2.15) U(l)  - 2 

This eigenvalue can be obtained by choosing X  - 1, mm0,  or Xm0,  m« 1 

and is, therefore, of degeneracy 2. We choose as eigenfunctions 

(2.16) f - *      cos x sin y    g - ^T^~ sin x cos y 

which obviously satisfy  (2.1^) with  A - 2 and are orthonormalized.    We can 

easily compute 

(2.17) nVdxdy - -^ [rr2- 81    ,     U g2 dx dy - -^ [ TT2 * 81 

II fxgxdxdy  -   0 

u 

We may now use any combination 

(2.18) u - c* f • (6g      ,       o<2* jS2 - 1 

as a normalized eigenfunction in obtaining a supporting line at the point 

T - 1, U • 2 by means of (1,24). We find for the slope 

(2.19) a -   \\(^)2dxd7 
JJ 

and by (2.17),   (2.18) 

r 
(2.20) a - "^   ^*2( IT

2
- 8)*   p2(TT^*8)| 

TT* 

The extreme supporting lines through the point considered have the slopes 

(2.20  ) a,   - 1*-^ ,        a- - 1--&T 

Thus, we have the inequalities 
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(2.21) u(D---(l*-ar)T • (l--2^)     ,     if    t^l 
' TT"1 "TT^ 

' TT^ TT 

for the  .second eigenvalue    of a rhombus whoae diagonals have the length 

-1/2 t   i/<:n   and   U. 

We shall now determine the value of ii(o) and the direction of the 

supporting line through this point. The convexity of the curve uit ) 

will lead us then to another estimate valid for the entire curve. Since 

the first eigenfunction of the system (2.L4) is a constant and each 

higher eigei function must be orthogonal to it, clearly if u-(x,y) is the 

second eigenfunction, we must have 

(2.22) u dx dy - 0 

We may characterize the second eigenvalue by the extremum problem 

(2.23) u-    min — 

JJ (\7u)2dxdy 

fr 
(2.24) i j udxdy - 0 

among all not identically vanishing,  continuously differentiable functions 

in D*C which satisfy 
ff i    u< 

V 
"onsider now the rhombus whose diagonals lie on the x- and y- axis 

and have the length fr" and T,  respectively. Consider an arbitrary 

function u(x) which is odd and continuously differentiable in its single 

variable. Because of the symmetry of the rhombus in the y-axis, the conditon 

(2.24) is guaranteed. Using u(x) as a comparison function in (2.23), we find 

(2.25) \l4 

u'(x)   dx dy 

jyu
2dxd7 
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Using the geometry of the rhombus, we can simplify and obtain 
IT 

u'(x)2(y-^)dx 

M   £ • 
uUVO?- A)dx 7 

We introduce the new variable 

(2.27) V x " m 

which runs from 0 to 1 as x runs fror —t to zero. Clearly, we can 

choose any continuously differentiable function v(C ) defined in the 

interval <0,l)> and vanishing at 9 - 1 and define 

(2.28) u(x)-v(l-^)  for  O^x^jt 

and continue u(x)  as  an odd  function  into the second half of the rhombus. 

Each v(V)  leads  to an estimate: 

(2.29) ^-°~l  
TT  t 

We obtain the best estimate  if we  choose v(9 )  in such a way that the 

ratio on the right side of (2.29)  becomes a minimum.    This   is an elementary 

problem of the calculus of variations;   the Euler-Langrange equation for 

v(<p  is 

(2.30) 9V'* v'* A_2JV - o 

with the boundary conditions 

(2.31) v'(0)  - 0 v(l)  - 0 

The first condition is the natural boundary condition for f* • 0 while the 

second condition was imposed by the requirement that u(x) be an odd function. 

A. is the minimum value of the ratio considered. 
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We derive  from (2.30)  that the best possible v(V) has  the form 

(2.32) v(^)  - J0(A<p 

where J (x) is the Bessel function ©f order zero.  In order to fulfill (2.3l), 

we have to choose -A-as the first root of J (x). We have 

(2.33) -A.- 2.4048 

and  (2.29) may be put into the  form 
/ I2 ~ 2 

(2.34) Y-        ?    L , T- t 
TT 

This  estimate determines a straight line through the origin with slope 

a-2.3426 under which the whole curve    u(t ) has  to lie.    We utilized 

till now only the minimum definition  (2.23) of the second eigenvalue.     If 

we add now the convexity of the curve the following additional estimate 

ari3es.    The curve    u( L ) satisfies 

(2.35) UCC)^2T for      O^T^l 

since the line 2T   is  a secant of the curve. 

The straight lines  (2.21),   (2.34),  and   (2.35) bound in the  (u,f)-plane 

a narrow triangle inside of which the curve    p-(T)  has to lie as long as 

041^1.     It is,  on the other hand,  sufficient to know the curve    ^(T ) 

for values O^f^-l.     In fact,  if we perform a similarity on the domain D 

with eigenvalues \v 

(2.36) x'  - <* x y' - ctfy 

we obtain a domain D' with eigenvalues c< Xy  as is easily seen from the 

system (2.14) by transplanting the eigenfunctions.  In particular, the 

rhombus with diagonals tV, TT goes over into another rhombus with 

diagonals TT, ^TT if we choose c* - t . Hence, we have the functional 

equation 

(2.37) f(±) -±   jA(TT)       , 

which defines   JU(T) for values T 7* 1 if   u(t) is already known for T^l. 
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Combining (2.34) and U.37) we find the estimate 

A2 
(2.38) u(-T) ^L^j  - 2.3/138 

I 

valid for all values of T". ^iT.ilarly, we can state that 

(2.39) p(H) ^2  for  C^ 1 

These two  estimates  together with  (2.2l)  delimit the  curve    U(T")  for 

T?l.     CCf.  Fig.   I.? 

2.4.    We may use the artifice of the preceding section in order to 

obtain a general statement concerning the asymptotic behavior of the 

eigenvalues  for the problem (2.14) as  the  parameter t of the stretching 

tends to zero or infinity.     In fact,   let D-D(l) be given and  let f(x) 

be continuously differentiable in this domain and satisfy the condition 

(2.40) fff(x)dxdy - 0     . 

If D(t) is the domain which is obtained from D by the stretching (2.6) 

we define in it the function 

(2.41) P(x) - f(-J-) 

This  function satisfies  the condition  (2.40) with respect to  its domain 

of definition. 

Hence,  by the extreraua definition  (2.23),  we may assert the  inequality 

ff'(x)2dxdy 

X  
Jjf(x)2dxdy       t* 

(2.42) u(t) ^ fir—^ '\ 

D 

for the first non-zero eigenvalue of the problem  (2.L4).     Introducing 

again the variable t - t    , we have 

(2.42') p(t)£ KT 

where K is an appropriate constant.    This result shows that   U tends  to zero 

with   T and is  bounded  from above by a linear function of T   if t   tends  to 

infinity. 
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It is quite interesting to compare the lowest eigenvalue   A   of the 

problem  (2.5)  in its asymptotic character with the eigenvalue   u. .    For 

this purpose, we consider two concentric rectangles with sides  a,  b,  and 

A,  B,  respectively,  such that  the  first lies  in the domain D while  the 

second rectangle contains  this domain.    From the minimum definition of  / 

follows   immediately  that  this  eigenvalue decreases   if  its domain of defini- 

tion increases.    Hence, we find  the  inequality between the lowest eigen- 

values of the  three nested domains,  considered: 

(2.43) n2rt * \)^ ^TT2(^ * %) 
A3 a        b 

If we subject now  the entire plane to the stretching (2.6),  the 

relation between the  corresponding image  domains   remains  unchanged 

such that   (2.£3)   leads  to  the  new  inequality  (with t.  - t     ) 

(2.u) n2(^r • \)^= X^TT2^*^) 
A 3 a b 

We see that   A(t) does not tend  to zero with  X .     If we  plot A   against   L , 

the curve will lie between the two straight lines  given by  {2.UA). 

It is  not difficult to extend these confliderations also to the case 

of higher eigenvalues;  the natural tool is provided by Poincare's theorem 

of Section II.   1.2. 

2.5.    Let U3  consider    a   domain D which appears  from the origin 0 

under an angle   S-^2TT.    We may express  the  functional   (2.l) of a function 

<5 in polar coordinates r,cp  and have 

I $2/|/dr2*rW* jjt $2 • -^ $*l r dr dq> 

(2.45) Rt^1 - 

k 

c 

\\<|> r dr dcp 
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We subject now the whole plane to an angular stretching 

U.46)       r" - r ,  <2' - tcp  ,  0^t<2TT^." 

as defined  in Section  I,   5 1.    We obtain a sequence of domains D(t)  and 

corresponding functionals  R[$ 1 with respect  to  them.    We may express 

these  functionals  also with respect to  the  original  domain D-D(l)   by 

referring the  independent variables back by means of  (2.£6).    We  obtain 

a  sequence of functionals  in  the  fixed  domain D: 

J   £2 7 t"2dr2 • r
2dq>2 • Jj t4>2 * V cf^dr d<p 

{2.a)       Rj.^1 " 

k 

c 

JJ* 2        A      A r dr dcp 

The eigenvalues  of R i ^ are  the  same as   the  eigenvalues  of the  functional 

R[(Jl with respect  to the domain D(t). 

-2 
If we  put again X   •• t     ,  we observe  that Hypothesis   I of Section 1.2 

is   fulfilled.     Hence.we  proved: 

Theorem   3.       Under angular stretching with the parameter t,   the sums 

2 k Av(k)  are convex from above as  functions of T - t      for arbitrary N and k. 
V- 1 

We illustrate this result by the following application.  Let D be the 
a 

circular sector 

(2.^8) O^r-^1     ,    0^ cf^ —      ,    a>l/2 

The lowest eigenvalue of the membrane problem (2.5) for this domain belongs 

to the eigenfunction 

(2./,9)       iu(r q>) - J (c* r) sin a cp 

where J    is the Bessel  function with index a and o<   is  its  first root.    The 
a 

eigenvalue corresponding to the  function  (2.4.9)  is 

(2.50) Ax - <X2 
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The  flr.;t. root cK   of J    is  an analytic  function of the  index 
a 

(2.51) <x =» A!a • 

Since the domain D belonging to R is obtained from D by angular stretching 
a 1 

with the parameter a  , we derive from Theorem 3- 

2 2 
The fun?tlon AS"1 is convex fron above as a function of a . 

Thus, our convexity theorem for the eigenvalues of the membrane equation 

lead;; to a statement on the behavior of the roots of Bessel functions with 

continuously varying index. More results of this form can be easily obtained 

if we consider various velues of N and k in the above theorem. 

It is clear that similar considerations can be carried out for 

eigenvalue problems in more than two independent variables. We leave the 

formulation of the corresponding convexity theorems to the reader. 

3.     Applications .to. .QonfcraftL-Mapplag• 

3.1.    *e consider again a smoothly bounded  finite domain D in the 

(x.y)-plane and a  function f(z),   z •» x*iy, which is  regular analytic  in 

the  closure of D.     Consider  the  conformal  mapping 

(3.1) z*  - z* tf(z) 

which depends  on a real parameter t.     If t is  small enough this mapping 

will be univalent and will carry the domain D»D(0)   into a domain D(t). 

We shall consider the membrane eigenvalue problem (2.5) with respect 

to the different domains D(t)  and will have to deal with the functional 

£f(v$)2 
dx dy 

(3.2) R^1-"TF.2 
JJ   $'dxdy 

considered for functions <£(x,y) of the class V in D(t) which vanish on 

the boundary C(t). We may refer back the independent variables x, y in 

D(t) into D(0) by using the transformation formula (3.l). Since the Dirichlet 

integral in the numerator of RffJ)"! is invariant under conformal transformation, 
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? arrive at the sequence of functionals 

JT(V$)2dxdy 
(3.3) R/§]--^-; r        ,      r-|l*tf'(z)l 

z r(§  dxdy 

o 

These  functions are to be considered now for the  fixed domain D»D(o). 

The eigenvalue problems connected with this  functional lead to the 

differential system 

(3.-;) Au* A j 1* tf'(z)j2 u - 0 ,       u - 0    on C 

Thus,   instead  of working with the  fixed differential system  (2.5)  for 

the variable domain D(t), we are using the variable system (3.A)  for the 

fixed domain D.    One  advantage  of this  method of investigation  is  that we 

do not need to require that the transformation  (3.l) be one-to-one in the 

complex plane but can adr.it all analytic mappings  (3.l).    We are,  of course, 

essentially interested only in domains D(t) which lie simply over the complex 

plane; but it is often useful to connect such a domain D(t) with an initial 

domain D*D(0) by a continuous deformation  (3.l) which is not univalent for 

all  intermediate values of t. 

Since 

(3.5) r - 1* 2t Re{f'(z)}* t2|f'(z)|2 

we see that r is convex from below in t and that Hypothesis II of Section 

1.4 holds. Hence, we can draw the conclusion: 

Theorem J*.      If X-..(t) are the eigenvalues of the system (3.4) ordered 
V N 

»-l In increasing magnitude, then the sum ^     Av(t)  is convex from below as 
P-l 

a function of the parameter t. 
N 

The curve yN(t) - ^>     Xy(t)      has at every point a supporting line 

with the slope 

(3.6) a„ - 2  ff [Reff'(2)j*t|r(2)|
2l  7^ \it)'1 M2

ydxd7        . 
n 2/ - 1 
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3.2.     In the special case which we consider now. we can make a stronger 

3taterent than Theorem   A.     Let cf>,   ( -v - 1,2, ... ,N)  be the  first N eigen- 

functions  of R    and   X^O)  the  corresponding eigenvalues.    We  put 

N x 
(3.7) u =  fZ    -7===T* 

and have 

p-1    fhjo) 

N 

7H    Xy 

V 

(3.8) Rjui.^ 
ZZbikxi*k 

with 

(3.9) kK. b..   -  tf|l*tf'(«)|2      r3Jk=T    dxdy ik   J
D

J fvo) V0) 

Just as  in Section  1,4,  we  conclude  from Poincare^s   theorem 
N r r N 

(3.10)      IlX^t)"1^     |i*tr'(z)l2 JZXAo)"ltf<ixd7      . 
y-i J

D
J v-i 

W-? ha/e  by Schwarz's  inequality 
u 

(3.11) (ffRe{f'(z)}  JZ Av(0)_1$2dxdy)2 

JjJ        L J V - 1 v 

^ IT £ ^^or^dxdyfrifcz)!2 CA^or'^dxdy 

- ryon2ff|r(z)|2 iv0)*1^^   . 
D 

where we put 

N 
,^-1,1/2 (3.12) YN(t)  -  LJZ >Vt;   ~ r 

We derive from  (3.10) by means of (3.1l)  the weaker inequality 

re H 

(3.13) YN(t) > IN(0)* ^(Oj^jJ Re{f'(z)} £[ Av(0)"1$ydxd7 

Thus, we have shown the existence of a supporting line to the curve Y»?(t) 

at t- 0. 
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But from the above result follows the existence of a supporting line 

at every point.  In fact, let z be obtained from z bv a mapping (3.l) 

with the parameter t . We can express z-F(z ) by mapping D(t ) back 
o o o 

into D; on the other hand, we can express the transformation (3.l) in the 

equivalent form 

(3.15) z* - z • (t- t )f[F(z )] 
0        0       0 

Thus, using t * t-t as a new parameter, we can repeat the preceding 

argument and establish a supporting line at the point t»t .  Henc«, 

we have proved: 

i-1 1/2 XAt)     "I   is convex from below as a 
V 1 

function of the parameter t. 

).J>.    Let D be  the unit circle   |z|<l;  then all eigenfunotions of 

the membrane problem  (2.5)  have  the  form 

(3.16) u(x,y)^A      J  (k      r)
C°3n* 

n,ra n    n,m    sin n^ 

where J (x) is the Bessel function of order n and where k   is the m  root 
n n,m 

of J (x). The corresponding eigenvalues are 

(3.17) A-k2 

n,m 

X has only one eigenfunction if it has the form k   and is otherwise of o, m 

degeneracy 2. 

Consider now conformal transformation (3-l) with 

(3.18) f(z)  - a^ * e  z3 * ... 

N 
The curve yN(t) • \   ' Xv(t)      has  for t-0 supporting lines with the slopes 

(3.19) aN - 2jjRe{f'(z)}£ Xy(0)_1u2dxdy 

If   Xj, / ^M*I >   i* *s  easily seen that 
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(3.20) 
& K " 

1 2 _ J (k  r)'V 
%  _n OxS! ELxB 

k2 n,m 

and does not depend on the angular variable c£>.     From the fact that the 

harmonic function 

(3.21) Re M-& o<    r'"cos^<p*^     r^sinViJ1 

has  no  terra independent of  Qp,   follows   that a„ • 0.     liince  the  curve 

j..(t)   is  convex  from below  and  has  a  horizontal  supporting line  for t-0, 

th 

it  follows  that y«i(t)  has   its  minimum  for  t-0. 

Consider  next  the  case  that    A„ -  /i..+, ;  now we  can choose  the N 

eigenfuncticn u   Ln  various ways,   nanely  in the  form 

(3.22) UJJ • J  (*    mr)[o< cos n <p • & sin n <p1     ,     p(2 +   A2 • I 

Now, we  have obviously 

(3.23) L!_L^V     u    - A(r) • B(r)(«     cos*" n <D * Q    sin    ncp * 2cXtfcos n<psin n<p). 

Inserting this  representation into   (3.19)  and denoting 

I    Re-ff"(z#B(r)   cos2 nCpdxdy - p 

[[ Re Jf'(z)JB(r) sin2 n q>dx dy - q 

Re(f'(z)JB(r)  sin 2n Cf dx dy - 2s 

(3.24) 

D 

j}Re|f'U)jl 
D 

we  find an  infinity of possible slopes 

(325) aN  - 2(<x/p •    32q - 2«fla) 

Now clearly p*q-0;   put <rt - cos u> ,   [3 - sin co and obtain 

(3.26) ^[p cos 2 to • 3 ain 2 tol 

/2      21 / 2      2' 
p   • s      to    *2 A/p   • 3      and  the curve *N 

y,,(t) has, in general, a corner at the point t-0. Clearly, both branches 

of the curve rise from that point and 3ince the curve is convex from below, 
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we se? that in this case too y^O) is the lowest point of the curve. Thus, 

we proved for every integer N, under th» assumption that f(z) ha3 the form 

(3.18), the inequality 

(3.27)        yN(0)^yN(t) 

* 
Let now D    be an arbitrary domain which contains  the origin z • 0 

and can be obtained from the unit circle by a univalent mapping function 

(3.28) k(z) 
>"-2 \

z 

in other words, we assume that D    ha3  the mapping radiu3 1 with respect 
* 

to the point z-0.    We can deform the unit circle continuously into D    by 

the  transformation 

(3.29) ?*  - z* t;k(z)- z"1      ,    O^t^l 

By virtue of (3.27), we can then assert that 

(3.30) 
N N 

»/-i v-i   ^'0 

where  the right-hand sice is  the cum of the  reciprocal eigenvalues for the 

unit circle 

An arbitrary simply-connected domain D can be obtained from the unit 

circle by conformal mappings 

(3.31) 

such that the  center z » 0 of the circle  goes  into an arbitrarily prescribed 

k(z)  - a   + a,z• ... •a zn • .. ol n 

point a    of D.     If we consider all possible choices of a   .   there exists a r o o 

maximum value for    a,   .    This value r.   is called the  inner radius of D. 

We can assume that the mapping connected with this maximum coefficient 

transforms the origin into the origin;  for otherwise, we achieve this by 

a translation of D.    Next, we shrink D similar to itself in the ratio l:r ; 

each eigenvalue   }\     in D goes  over  into the corresponding   )) #-^vr.  of 
• * 

the shrunk domain D   .    We map the unit circle  into D    by a map function 



(".2P).     Hence,  we  conclude  from  (3.30): 

(3.32) 
N N 

N _2 

\     )\,.    r,       has  the S=\ y  i 

,M *   i     > -1 ^ 
Thus we have proved 

Theorem 6-  For N-1,2,..., the expression 

minimum value if the do~ain D is a circle. 

It is easily seen that the circle is the only minimum domain for 

theorem 6 and the inequality (3-30).  For we deduce from inequality (3.10) 

that the sum doe3 actually increase with t except for the case in which 

f'(z) =0. 

This fact lead3 to the following consequence. Let D be an arbitrary 

simply-connected domain containing the origin such that 

(3.33) 1 Re(f/(z)flIL Xy   ujdxdy - 0 

for some N and all functions  f(z)  analytic in D with f  (Q)-0.    Then D is 

necessarily a  circle.     In  fact,   from  (3.33)  «nd  the  convexity theorem 4, 

we can show that D leads to a minimum in Theorem   6   and by the uniqueness 

statement for the circle  it follows that D must be a circle. 
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Chapter   IV 

Symmetry 

l.     Notation.and Results• 

1*1. We consider a bounded domain D in a plane referred to rectangular 

coordinates x,y and several functionals of D, namely A, I, P, K, k, and A. 

A is the area of D. 

I is the polar moment of inertia of - nith respect to its center of 

gravity. 

P is the torsional rigidity of D. 

K is the electrostatic capacity of D (conceived as a plate, or a 

cylindrical conductor with the base h  and infinitesimal height). 

k is only defined when D is doubly connected (ringshaped), bounded by 

an interior curve C and an exterior curve C, . Consider the two 
o 1 

infinite cylinders  perpendicular  to the   (x,y)-plane  that  intersect 

it in the  curves C    and C      respectively.    The capacity of the 

condenser  formed by  these two cylinders,   per unit length,   is 

called k. 

)\ denotes  here the  first eigenvalue of a membrane stretched over D and 

fixed  along the boundary ot  b.    Therefore,   A  •   A,,   if   A-.   is  taken 

in the meaning given to it in several preceding sections;  see III,  2.5) 

The  values  of these  functionals  corresponding to another domain D# 

will be denoted by A#,   I,,   P#,   K#,   k»,  and    A#,   respectively. 

We shall 93sume that D# has  a certain symmetry,  and we shall distin- 

guish two cases   in this  respect. 

If the bisector of the coordinate axes, with equation x=y,   is a  line 

of symmetry for D#, we say that D# has simple aymrajiiry. 
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If there  is an angle 2TT/n, where n is  an  Integer  ~&3,  rotated through 

wr.ich D# coincides with itself,  we  sny that D#  has  hitfhgr. ayiHEiefcry» 

Let the points   (x,y)  and(x,,y„) describe the domains D and D#, 

respectively.     If these points are connected by the relations 

(l .1) x •» ax#       ,       y - bx» 

rhere a and b are  positive constants,  we say that D#  is  transformed into D 

by pure dilatation.     If the points  are connected by the relations 

(1.2) x - ax,* by#       ,       y - cx» * dy# 

where the determinant ad- be of the constants a.  b,  c, d is positive, 

we say that D#  is  transformed into D by alCiotiy- 

Now,  we  have  completed  the  necessary preparations  and  can state our 

theorem. 

Wfi consider,  kwg. cases: 

(1) D# hgs simple symmetry and iM. trans forme <j inio. D by PUTS dilatation; 

(2) D# lias bigiigx ayBsgiry and is iraosXarmed. into D by any affinity. 

EfiX both £as_es we have. tOfi inequalities 

(1.3) 
1 A"

2
       PA~*        IA"

2 

IA -2 P A-2 W 

(l.4) 
W 
IA 

r24-l -,-2 

*fcl W 

(1.5) i^_ ^ i. ^  IA"2 

IA -2 W 

(1.6) JLA- Ji -2 

W 
The elementary fact that I#A# £. IA  enters into all the preceding 

inequalities. We can rephrase the theorem by saying that there are two 

case3 in which all the 3even functionals 
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p'Vr1     ,    PI
-1 

K2AI_1     ,   K'2A3I"1 

/A3!"1 

attain their maximum when D becomes D#:  first, when D# has 3imple symmetry 

and D varies through all the tran.sforma of D# by pure dilatation, and 

second, when D# has higher symmetry, and D varies through all the transforms 

of D# by affinity.  In comparison with the first case, the symmetry is more 

refined and the class of ad-.issible domains is wider in the second case. 

The theorem yields both upper and lower estimates for the ratios P/P#> K/K#, 

k/k*, and an upper estimate for A/A#- We shall see that, in fact, these 

estimates depend only on the transformation that changes D# into D, but 

are otherwise independent on the shape and size of these domains. 

L*£. We consider a given do-iain D in space referred to the rectangular 

coordinates x, y, z and the functionals K, V, J, and H of D. 

K is the electrostatic capacity of D, or rather of the body B whose 

exterior is D. 

V is   the  volume of D. 

(1.7) J -Jj J(x2*y2* z2)dxdydz 

D 

provided that th-i  center of gravity of D is taken as the origin of the 

coordinate system; J is the radial moment of inertia of D. 

"••>        «-SSf 
[cf. 15, p. 68-691. The double integral is extended over the whole surfaces 

of D an element of which is denoted by di, and h is the distance of the 

origin from the tangent plant at dS. We assume here that the origin is at the 
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center of gravity of D and that D  is  convex.     (To assume  that D  is  star- 

3haped with respect  to  the origin would also be  sufficient.) 

The  quantities  K#,   V#,   J#,   and  H#  are  connected with the  domain D#  in 

the sane way as  K,  V.  J,   and H are with D. 

We assume  that D#  is  symmetrical  and distinguish two cases. 

If the three bisecting planes of the first octant of the coordinate 

system (with equations y-z, z•x, and x*y, respectively) are planes of 

symmetry  for D#,  we  say that D# has simple aynime.fcry. 

If D has   the  rotational  symmetry of any of the  five  regular solids 

(and,   possibly,  some  planes  of symmetry  in addition) we say that D#  has 

iigilfil aynnetiy.     (Therefore,  D# has  higher symmetry if,   and  only if,   it is 

brought  to coincidence with  itself by all  the operations  of one of the 

following seven  finite  groups:     T,  0,   I,   T      0   ,   I.,  T[0;   for  the notation, 

see  r8l.) 

Let  the  points   (x,y,z)  and   (x».y#,z#)  describe  the domains D and D#, 

respectively.     If these points  are connected by the relations 

(1.9) x  = ax»     ,    y - by#     ,     z - cz# 

where a, b, and c are positive constants, we say that D# is transformed 

into D by pure dilatation-  If the points are connected by the relations 

x » a^X* * ai2^* * a13Z* 

(1.10) y - «21X* + a22?* * a23z* 

z - a^x, • a32y# * a^z, 

and the determinant of the nine constants a.^a.-,...^^ is positive, we 

say that D# is transformed into D by affinity. 

Hi SOnaidec tlfl cases: 

(1) D# has. aimpig ayma&iry and la transformed into 
D by pure dilatation; 

(2) D# jias iugaer aymjuatry and is iran-if armed into D by any affinity. 
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In b_o.th. cqses 

(1.11) 
J*V* ^ JL ^ JL 
jV-2    K»   *** 

As in the theorem of the foregoing Section 1.1, both sides of this 

inequality depend, in fact, only on the transformation.  In the first case, 

the planes of symmetry and the directions of dilatation are in a definite 

geometric relation to each other, yet no such relation is necessary in the 

second case; this also is analogous to the situation in the plane. 

1,,3. We shall drop the somewhat cumbrous notation x#, y#, z# and we 

shall instead me    x,   n, <\ instead, respectively. 3oraeti~es, when convenient, 

we shall write x , x~, x , v\ , C,, and V- for x, y, z, C, O, and £, 

respectively. For example, the relation (l.lO) will appear in matrix form as 

m 
(1.12) 

X all a12 a13 

V m a2l  922 a23 

z a31 a32 a33_ 

We shall need sometimes the inverse matrix nith elements cX,, and use, 

instead of (1.12), the equivalent relation 

^1   r*ii *i2 *vr 
(1.13) *21 ^2 *23 

°Sl °S2 °<33 

x 

7 

7. 

Instead of  (1.12)  and  (1.13) we can also write,  more concisely, 

(l.U) ^aikf ?i ik 1c 

The first partial derivatives of the function f(x.y.z) with respect 

tc its first, second, and third argument, usually denoted by f , f , f , 

will be sometimes denoted by f.(x,y,z), f (x,y,z), f (x,y,z), respectively, 

ana 3imilar notation will be occasionally used for functions of two variables. 



Tie   lay  down  ».  -onventior.  ff-r   *.h"  present  chapte*-:     The iz~:.Lr. of 

integration  is D,   taken with 2  or  3 dimensions,   if the element of integration i3 

dxdy   or   dxdydz,    yet it  is D# .   if  the element of integration  is  d<r"dO 

or d£"d^ d t, .     To surface  integrals,   as  considered  in Section 2.5,   the 

convention doe.;  not apply,  of course. 

2.     Synaatris Fields 

2tl. We say that the function co( 9\ 1 , */) defined in the three 

dimensional domain D# admits the symmetry of D# if 

(2.x)        <?<£.£•?;>- Ttfi-^-w 
for an arbitrary point   (>\i ^~, *»\)  of D# provided that the orthogonal 

transformation   (rotation,   or  rotatory reflection) 

S'i = bil?l+fci2?2 + bi3f3 (i-1.2,3) 

transforms D#  into  itself.    We say that  the vector  field    ^(T-pT?' *\^ 

(i* 1,2,3)  defined   in D#  admits   the symmetry of D#  if,   for an arbitrary 

point  ( S   , V_.  y.)  of D#.   for  the sane group of tranjforraations,  and  for 

i-1,2,3. 

(2.2)   KI(<5 •. £, r3i - ba K^, f.,?3) • b^vYrk-y 

•b13K3(?l'?2'?3) 

For example, if the function CD admits the symmetry of D#, also the field 

of its gradient Cp<-., C^, ({^ admits that symmetry. Similar definitions 

hold for scalar and vector fields in a plane. We wish to prove the following: 

(a)   Ins function  qp( ^, f| ) and. th.Q rector aiih caapongnia  K^ C , n ), 

K2^' 1^ arfi defined, in, and admit tns symmetry of, tns tua dimensional 

domain D# .     If D# naa sJLropls symmetry,   tnen 

(2.3) jjr^(?.7)l2d?dr]   -SJ^n^'?^2^^ . 

(2.0 SWf.rjtf^dr,   '   ntK2(?'T)l2d5df? ' 
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'••'-•r:   "^ lido nigner symmetry, we have in addition 

U.5) W^?-r,^,(vr,d^d^   -°      ' 
(2.6)     mK

1(?^i)K2(v'" )d?dr - ° • 
(b)   The Iuas.tifin ^ ^» r'» v ) aa<3 the vector with aojDpontnis 

K^( 9 » rt » v ) >     Kp( > » '/ > y )»      ^-5 ( r»  0»"5 ) OCS defined ia,  and admit 

iilS ^yanetry o_f.  the £h£ee dJL:ne_n.s io.ua. 1 domain D. •     If D..  J^ sirsplg 

tilSD 

(2.8) Jji ^ldf d7 d<^    *  jji h2d^dr?d^   '   lJi^dTd7d^ 

IX, iiQigver, D» aas higher aynafiiry, we. have, in additiflQ 

u-9)     S$Kv?d,;d$ = $SKV5dr}d* - M W^d* "°' 
(2.10) $jj K2K3d?dr)d$  -  fJjKjK^rdrjdTj   -   i[j ^^d^dridy   = 0  . 

In these statements, for all integrals ccr.sider&u, the domain of 

integration is D#, which has to be regarded as two- or three-dimensional, 

as the context requires, and the same notation is adopted till the. end of 

Section 2.Af  in accordance with what has been said at the end of Section 1.3. 

If the function CP( C , r,  , ^ ) has the symmetry of D#, also the field of 

it3 gradient has the symmetry of D#. obviously.  Therefore, of the eight 

relations asserted by (a) and (b) it will be enough to prove four, ^or 

instance, (2.9) is a particular case of (2.10). 

Z.,.2-     Insofar as they deal with simple symmetry, the statements (.•») 

and (b) of the foregoing Section 2.1 are obvious. Therefore, we begin by 

discussing the case of higher symmetry in two dimensions. 

He assume that the domain D# is transformed into itself by the rotation 

(2.11)    ? 

where 

' r cos Q- f)  sin Q 7 q'  - 9 sin 0 • n cos 
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(2.12) 0-^0- 2TT/r. — ~rr 

and  that 

^("t',"]')   ,    K,( ?,f) )  cos  0-   K2(f" ,^ )  sin G 

(2.13) 
K2(^',r)')  -   Kjl'^ ,"] ) sin 9*   ^(9,^)003 9 

in all  points   ( C , O ) of D#;  cf  course, 9 ', n •'   in  (2.13)  are expressed 

by   (2.11/.    We  introduce  the abbreviations 

<2.U>        JjK^drj   -P,jj\^d;   '«    '    H^d7   "R 

and  the  indeterminate:;  x,  y; we  assume  thflt x',  y'  are so expressed  in 

terras  of x,  y as   9', 0'   *re  m terms  of   9,   O,  by  (2.1l).    Then,  obviously 

(2.15) \\{x' K-^'.O'W' K^(^',r^)]2d^d^' - 

JjVxK^^^^yK^C^J^C^        . 

Introduce   V\ f]  as ner variables  of  integration of the  left-hand  side, 

substitute  for x' and y/  their expressions  in terms of x and y,  compare 

the  coefficients  of x    and xy on both sides  of  (2.15)  and  uae   (2.Li). 

Tie obtain so 

(P- R)sir.   0- 2Q cos 0 sm 9 - 0 

(P- R)cos  9 sir. G * 2Q sin2 9-0 , 

that Is,  a  system of two homogeneous  linear equations  for the unknowns P-R 
2 

and 2Q with the determinant sin 0 which is positive by virtue of (2.12). 

Therefor*,  P-R and 2Q vanish;  this is (se(2.Li)) precisely the desired 

conclusion   (2.4)   (2.6), which contains   (2.3).   (2.5) as a  particular case. 

The theorem (a) of Section 2.1 is  proved. 

2.3.     The proof for  (b)  of Section 2.1  is similar.    Let the vector field 

Kj ( 9 , H , T£ ),   K2 ( £ , Cj, $ ),    K   ( 5? , n , X, ) have the symmetry of D# and 

introduce the indeterminates x,  y,   z.    The quadratic form in x, y,   z 

(2.16) JJf [ K2(^, *],?)x»  K2(9 , rrZ)y*   K3(^,^, Z^zTWd^dS 
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obviously admits ail the orthogonal substitutiouo u. one group that brings 

D# in coincidence with itself.  In other ?>ord J , (2.16) is a quadratic 

2  2  2 
invariant of the grcup  It is obvious that x *y * z is an invariant 

of any orthogonal group  It is not so obvious, but it can be shown [8"! 

that the seven groups listed in Section 2.1 have no quadratic invariant 

2       2       2, 
linearly independent of x *y * z   .  (This property characterizes the seven 

groups.) Therefore, the quadratic form. (2.16) has, in fact, the shape 

const, (x * y * z ) 

Compering coefficients, we obtain  immediately the desired  conclusion  (2.8), 

(2.10)   from which  (2 71, (2.9)   follow. 

2Ji.     If  the  center  of gravity of the  two dimensional domain D^  is  at 

the origin,   the function  (9    *   r,*~)/2 and  the  field of the vector   9,^ 

(its gradient) obviously admit   the sym-etry of D#.    He  infer from  (a) that, 

if D#  has  simple symmetry 

(2.17) JIP^I   -    UlMd7 
If, however, D# has higher symmetry, we have in addition 

V2.18)      I I ^rid^d^ . o 

Similarly, if the center of gravity of the three dimensional domain 

D, is at the origin, and D# has simple symmetry 

-.2   ^ \  •"'    2 fff -2 
(2.19) ?^d9dod t ' \ \\ « dSd^d^ -    | \Xf dfdrjd!; 

If, however, D, has higher symmetry, we have in addition 

PP n 

(2.20) Jj\YjJd,5 dKjd^ -  fff^d^drj d^   -CjJ^dfd^d^  -0      . 

The relations   (2.19)  and  (2.20) express  the fact that the ellipsoid of 

inertia of D#  around  its center of gravity reduces to a sphere.    We inferred 

this  from the circumstance  that D# admits one of the seven finite groups 

listed in Section 2.1.     If D¥  admitted any finite group different from these 

seven,   such an inference would  not be valid. 
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2_J$. fle can u:;e the method of Section 2.2 and 2.3 in dealing with H#. 

In fact, we may assume that the boundary of the three-dimensional domain D« 

is given by the equation 

(2.21) *( f , •- , Xf)   -  1 

where   $( x > ». > y)  is a continuously differentiable homogeneous  function 

of degree 1.    Te have,   therefore, 

(2.22) r> £,*•' *, *  C §, - 1 

and so  the equation of a  tangent plane  is 

(2.23) x <$. • y<$   • z$r - 1 

Let cos cs, cos ft,  cos J stond for the direction cosines of the normal at 

the point <r,  t\ %.    Re take h to have the meaning defined in Section 2'.1, 

and we obtain from (2.23) that 

<< T 

It follows  from  (1.8) and  (2.2/0  that 

(2.25) H.   -   rr(5   cos?< • $„cos/S + $^cos y)dS 
I 

This double integral,  as all those that follow  in the present section,   is 

extended over the whole surface of D#.    Consider now the quadratic form in 

the  indeterminates x, y,   z 

(2.26) I f(xc£)   • y $n
+ z $ )(x cos * * y cos 8 * z cos £*)dS 

It obviously admits the symmetry of D#. Therefore, if D# has higher symmetry, 

2  2  2 
the quadratic form (2.26) must be a constant multiple of the form x *y *z 

and so 

(2.27) V'|$ cos* dS - ffi$   coa6dS  a\\$  cosydS 

(2.28) J j ($   cos J • £   cos ^S)dS - V f ( $  cos <X * $   cos y )dS 

-  JJ(§    COs(3* <Lc03<A)dS   -  0 

°bviously, (2.27) (but not (2.28)) remains valid under the different 

assumption that D# has simple symmetry. 
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We shall need later another form of the integral   (2.25): 

(2.29) H# * J)($-d/]d£ »idid ^$d(d^ ) 

3 •      Affipe  Traaaplantation of Symr.etric Fields. 

3.1.    The  point   (x,y,z)   (cr x  ,x  ,x  ) describes  the domain D,  and the 

point  ( 9, fj , Xf )   (or   (v., >"_, \T)) describes D#.    These points are connected 

by  (1.12)   lor   (1.13),  or  (1.2^)),  and so the domains D and D# themselves  are 

connected by the  affinity  (1.12). 

A function   Cp( C, 0 , £ ) defined in D# determines a scalar field  in D#, 

and three  functions    *<(^"» r\ > £)»   i ' 1,2,3,  a vector field.    We transplant 

these fields  by affinity into D,  defining there f(x,y,z) and q  (x,y,z) by 

the  equations 

(3.1) f(x,y.z)  - cf(C, rj,$) 

(3.2) qj^Cx.y.z)  - ailK1(^,rj,j) •ai2K2*(^,y,^) •ai3K3(^,ri,j) 

i-1,2,3. Equations (3.l) and (3.2) are valid at all points of D#; of course, 

x, y, z  are expressed in terms of (V, <},$) according to (1.12) and so f(x,y,z) 

and q.(x,y,z) are defined in all points (x,y,z) of D. 

Taking the partial derivative of (3.l) with respect to x., we obtain 

from (1.13) that 

(3.3) ^(x.y.z) -<f1^.^)^11
4<f2(J»7.5)^1

4<f3(f.7^)oi31 

i«1,2,3. °oraparing (3.2) and (3.3), we see that to take the gradient of 

a transplanted scalar field is not necessarily the same as to transplant the 

original gradient field.  (The two coincide, however, when the a., form an 

orthogonal matrix, which was the case considered in Section 2.1.) 

When D and D#, described respectively by (x,y) and (^»n), are two- 

dimensional, the connecting affinity takes the shape (1.2) f (with ?,n for 
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x« •  y#'  an^  the two-dimensior.a]   fields and th^ir transplantation are 

correspondingly defined. 

Je shall study  the  transplantation of scalar and vector  fields  by 

assuming raore and more symmetry of  the original  fields  a3 we progress. 

3.2.    At  first,  we assume ^2 symmetry of D. •    Still we can assert, 

when D  -u.d D.  are   two-ciir.ens ional,   that 

(3.A) A  =   (ad- cc)A. 

(3.6) fjq^y-qjdx)  -  (ad- bejj^dn- KjdJ) ; 

the integrals in (}.6)  are extended along corresponding closed curves in 

D and D., respectively. 

When D and D. are three-dimensional, we have 

(3.7) V = | a .IV. '  IK1  * 

(3.8) a. • q„ * a, - K, -• K,_• K,_    , 
*lx ^y M?z   ly  ^  3^ 

(3.9) Jj^dydz* q,dzdx* q^dxdy)  -   la.jj fj ( Kjdi|d$* K2d£d^ + K d^d y)     ; 

the integrals  in   (3 9) are extended ever corresponding closed surfaces in D 

and D.,   respectively - 

We can express   (3-8)  by saying that  the divergence of a vector field 

i3  an affine  invariant.    Of course,   (3.8)  contains   (3.5)  as a special case 

and suggests strongly (3.9)   (but does  not prove  it immediately,  since the 

interior of a closed surface that lies  in the  field need not wholly belong 

to the field.)    As  the proofs  for   (}.A\ (3-5),   (3.7),  and  (3.8)  consist 

in straightforward  calculations,  we restrict ourselves  to a  few remarks <->n 

the proof of  (9.9). 

We  let the parameters  p and q deter-ine  thi   position of a variable point 

on the surface lying in D.    Then,  on the  left-hand side of (3.9) 
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(3.1C) dydz 

and,  by  (1.12), 

(3.11) 
7pyq 

Z       7. 
p   q 

y y 
'p \ 
z z 

P q 

8 71 \n
4 &0 

dpdq 

a.. C 21  ip    a22   Ip    a23 vp    821   *q    a22   :'q    a23/q 

C 
31 ^P  3 * 832 'P * a33 *P a31 ?q + a32 ^q * a33 *q 

a22 a23 IP riq ••• 

a32 a33 *P    *q 

a23 a21 

a33 a31 

*P    $q • 

\P    [q 

a21 a22 

a31 a32, 

IP \q 

(p /q 

Since the <*., are lements of the matrix inverse to that of the a,, , we ik ik' 

may express  then as  cofactors of the  latter,   and nay therefore write   (3.1l), 

with the notation   (3.10)  as   the  first of  the following three equations 

dydz   - |aik|(o(11df)dc;*of21dfd^3r31dfdr)      , 

(3.12) dzdx   - ;ai,J(cx12d^d$*cx22d£d^<x32drd7) 

dxdy   -  |alk|(«13dndf *23d$d$ •0^*7) 

Substituting for q. , ..., dydz,... their values from (3.2) and (3.12), 

respectively, on the left-hand side of (3.9), we obtain the right-hand 

side by observing the relations between the elements of inverse matrices. 

3.}.    "e assume now that D# has alfflPlfi symmetry, but we assume also that the 

affinity connecting D with D#  is a pure dilatation,  given by (l.l) or by (1.9) 

(with   9, n, C  for x#, y#,   z#) according as D and D# are two- or three- 

dinensional. 

If D and D# are two-dimensional 

(3.13) I - 2 ab(a2 + b2)I# 

(3.15)        jjtqj'qi^dxdy   "2 al>(a2'>j2)JJ(Kj.K^)a5dn 
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If C  and  D#  are   three-dimensional 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

abc(« !)J. 

3     V   2       v 2 ?.    * ' 
a b c 

(3.18) nj(f2
x-f;-f>dyd2  ' I2  (^ * ^ * ^tfK^^'W*' 

^ a        b        c J        '      ~ 

(3-19)       Ij(f(qi* Qo* Q^dxdydz  - * abc(a2* b2* c2)JjJ(K2*^*K2)d^dr)d$    . 

The proofs  for   (3.13),   (3.H),   (3.15),   (3-l6),   (3-17),   (3.18),  and  (3.19) 

are based  on  (2.17),   (2.3),   U-ti,   (2.19),   (2.27),   (2.7),  and   (2.8),   respec- 

tively.    These  proofs are so straightforward that we can leave them to the 

reader,  who aay  find   it advantageous   to  use  (2.29)  when he deals with H. 

3.1*.    Finally,  we assume that D# has higher. 3 vane try and we do not restrict 

the affinity that changes D#  into D. 

If D and D# are  two-dimensional 

(3.20)        I - \ (ad- be) (a2* b2*-j2*d2)l#      , 

(3.21) sK-fo** - ''afc-'Ly2 sfaf-ifo'i   • 
(3.22) \'J(q2 +q2)dxdy   - \  (ad - be ) (a2 * b2 * C

2 * d2)J J(*2 • K2)d^drj     . 

If D and D# are three-dimensional 

(3.23) J^lfliklZZa!k
J* 

(3.2A) H ' 5 I aik> Zl^L H* 

(3.25) |Jf(f2^*f2)dxdyd2 - ^iZ^lJ^+tf^p*^** 

(3.26) JJJ(q2*q2>q2)dxdydZ  - 1 [alk J^a2, [j|(K2 • K
2 • K2)dfdr,d ? . 

For example,  the proof of (3.25)  results immediately from (3.3), 

(2.7),  and   (2.8),  and the proofs of the other relations  are likewise 

straightforward,  except perhaps   the proof for  (3.24.).     In order  to derive 
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(''.2^)  let F(x.y,i;)  h.-.  the homogeneous  function of decree 1  that arises  in 

the equation 

0.27) F(x,y,z)  - 1 

of the surface of D. which corresponds to (2.21), the equation of the 

* 
surface of D , Obviously 

(3.28) K(x,y,7.) * $(^, t),f) 

f<^r  nny  rv^iiit   (**",r|,I,)  cC ^poCc,   ^ruviuHu  that x,  y,  and  z are  expressed  in 

terns  of  >, < ,   and ?/ according to   (1.12).     Then 

(3.29) F^x.y.z)  •\(^:^n*£2^,r]//te2i>Z3(<:,r],})t3i 

for  i =  1,2,) and,   corresponding to   (2.29). 

(3.30) H - \f(F dydz • F   dz dx * F   dx dy) 

From (3.30), (3.29), (3-12), (2.27), (2.28), and (2.29), we easily obtain (3.2/0 

The transfornation formulas of this section go over into those of the 

foregoing Section 3-3 if the affinity reduces to a pure dilatation. The 

difference between the important formulas (3.25) and (3.26) corresponds to the 

difference between (3.24/ and (3.23) and is due to the difference between 

(3.3) and (3.2). 

The Dirichlet integral, which is a conformal invariant, is not an affine 

invariant. The simplicity of the formulas (3.18) and (3.25) is due to the 

underlying symmetry assumptions concerning D# and (p(f,r),£-). 

L.      Applications. 

4x1- We apply now the preceding general results to the verious functionals 

enumerated in Section 1.1. We start with the torsional rigidity P which was 

treated in the general case in iecticn 1.1 of Chapter I.  It was found 

- 1 -2 
convenient to plot tP(t)  against the variable t-t  if the plane domain D 

war. subjected to a one-sided stretching with the parameter t.  If f(x,y,z) is 
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the stress   fur.ctior. of D.  ne  expressed  the  slope of the  above  curve at the 

abscissa t by   (I.   1,   S)  as 

U.i) a.t-^V2^ JTfxdxd- 
Let as suppose nor that D# ia of simple or higher symmetry; since the 

stress function of a domain is uniquely determined and since D# goes into 

itself under a symmetry transformation, the stress function <3>(f,n,t) of D# 

must be invariant under the symmetry transformations.  Thus, (2.3) r.'.ist 

hold in this case, and, by (I, It),  we have: 

U.2)        P# = 2^d^dr] 

Thus, in this special cose, the slope a can be expressed in the form 

U.3) --3/2 ,11 ,-1/2 p-l 

-1/2 -1 
since we plotted the ordinate T   P  against the abscissa X , we may 

characterize the slope of this curve at the point T belonging to the symmetric 

# * 
domain D as follows . The tangent at th*> point belonging to D intercepts 

the vertical axis at one half of the ordinate of this curve point. This 

fa::t leads to an easy construction of this tangent if this curve point is 

known, ^i.ice ne know already that the curve is convex everywhere the 

knowledge of such a point leads to a very useful piece cf information on 

the location of the whole curve. This fact will be utilized in the Appendix 

in order to obtain numerical estimates for the torsional rigidity of triangles. 

The symmetry of a domain can be applied in the same way in various other 

problems in order to determine the slope of curves for given functionals under 

stretching of their domain of definition. Consider, for example, the electro- 

static capacity of a symmetric domain D# in space. By reason of symmetry, we 

have the equations (2.7) for the conductor potential tp(<r,ry,^) of D# since this 

uniquely determined domain function must admit the symmetry of D#. Hence: 
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r   2 

-1 -2 
On the other hand,   if wo  plot the expression t    K(t)  against T -t 

in the case of one-sided stretching, we  find  that the slope of the curve 

is  giver, by (I.  4.6)  which lead.? now to the result: 

(4.5) a * * tK#   - £• 1  (t-lK#) 

This can again be interpreted geometrically: The tangent to the curve at 

the point corresponding to D# intercepts the vertical axis at 2/3 of the 

ordinate. 

finally, 1 >t D# be a plane symmetric domain and <$($,?))  denote the 

membrane eigenfunction belonging to the lowest eigenvalue X#. 3ince the 

lowest eigenvalue is non-degenerate the eigenfunction is uniquely determined 

and has necessarily the symmetry of the domain. Thus, by (2.3), 

(4.6) A. - Jj(<*V2*«v)d>dr -2Jj(f£d^dr} 

We showed,  on  the other hand,   in Chapter III  that if we  plot A(t)  against 

t - t      in the case of onesided stretching, we obtain a curve with the 

slope 

(4.7) 
--1 

u   dx dy 
x 

D(t) 

Thus,   if T    is  just  the abscissa  of D   . we  have by  (4.6) 

(4.8) a ' "^    J L 
t       2 

Again, the tangent at the point (C ,A ) has the intercept t\   on the 

vertical axis. 

It should be observed that no similar conclusion is valid for the 

case of the eigenvalue u, of the free boundary value problem (III. 2.14). 

This eigenvalue may be degenerate and admit more than one eigenfunction. 

Hence, it is not sure that the eigenfunctions of D# will have the symmetry 

of the domain and formula (2.3) cannot be U3ed. 
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L.2.    Wo consider next a domain D# in space with simple symmetry.    Let 

^(V >")>*/)  denote  its  conductor  potential,  K*  is   capacity and K-  Vqp the 

corresponding gradient vector  field.     Let D be  obtained  from D#  by a  pure 

dilatation  (1,9).    We define  then a test function 

U.9) f(x,y,z)   - <?<;,£,*) 

which  is well-defined   in D,   ha;;   the  boundary value  1  and  is  admissible  in 

the Dirichlet  inequality  (I,  £.£).     Thus,  we have 

U.10) K'-7t ttf(f2* f2* f^dxdydz Air   jJJ^x      y      z 

Using now   C3 -18) which holds  because  of  the  symmetry of  Cf , we  obtain 

U.ii) *'-' *f (V V^ 
a      b      c 

Another estimate  fcr K may be  deduced  from Thomson's  principle  (I.  U-38) 

We transplant the vector field K.   by (3.2)   into the domain D and use it 

there as a  test  field  in the Thc~.sor.  inequality which we formulate as 

follows   (see   (I.  A.35)): 

U.12) ATTK (Jfq.ndCT)2 

Hence, we find by  (3.9)  and   (3-19) 

1  ,       WJAq^q^qfoxdyd, 
U. 13) 

2  2  2 

2    ^K^    K, 
[ JJ(q dy dz • q dx dz • q., dx dyl*     3abc 

Thus, we have; 

U.U) 3qbg 

a2 • b2 * c 
2 ~ K        3 K 2 .2 r ^      a  b  c 

This may also b*» formulated as 

(A.15) J_ 

aK_    bK_    cK, 

v -i     aK,    bK»    c.K_ 

abc - 3  l  3   \3 3 ; 

a b        c 
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Here the lower and upper bounds for the ratio "V- appear as the harmonic 
aK*       bK#       cK» 

3 
.    Ona and  arithmetic  mean,   respectively,   of the  ratios        —   ,      r~  , 

a^   b^   c- 

calls sometime.; the ratio K/V the specific capacity of a body if V denotes 

its volume. With this notation (/.. 15) ray be interpreted as follows: 

Under r. pure dilatation *ith parameters a. b, c the specific capacity lies 

between the harmonic and arithmetic means of the specific capacities which 

are obtained under similarities with the coefficients a, b, and c, 

respectively. 

If the domain D^ is the exterior of a sphere of radius 1, the domain 

D is the exterior cf an ellipsoid with the axes a, b, c and (4.15) l6ads 

to the interesting result: 

The specific capacity of an ellipsoid with axes a, b, c lies between 

the harmonic and arithmetic means of the specific capacities of three 

spheres whose radii are a. b, c i 14, Problem 95, p. 57"). 

If we compare (4.14) with the transformation laws for J and K 

under pure dilatation, we recognize that (£.14.) implies the estimate (l.ll) 

which was announced in Section 4.1. 

In the particular case that D# is the exterior of the unit sphere, 

the transformed domains are bounded by ellipsoids with axes a, b, and c. 

In this case, the capacity K can be expressed explicitly in terms of 

elliptic integrals and better estimates than (4.15) can be obtained, namely 

[16, p. 4, formula (1.7)": 

(4.15') 

If D# 13 the exterior of the unit cube, the domains D will be the out- 

sides of rectangular boxes with sides a, b, and c. Here symmetrization 

leads to the result [15, p. 1591: 

(4.15")      K*(abc)l/3^K 

^[(bc)l/2* (ca)l/2* (ab)l/21^K^i[a*b*c1 
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"he  result  (^ -15)  seem.;  new,   however,   Tor  the  general   class  of domains 

with higher  symmetry,    "^e mention a.-;  nn example  the  tetrahedron defined by 

the inequalities 

U.iv'"'' x'j'sr-1     ,     x ^ C     ,     770     ,     z$-0 

This "trirecta.ngular isosceles tetrahedron" has the required symmetry and 

its exterior may serve as a domain D#. 

4.3.  In the cnse that D# has a higher symmetry we can extend our results 

to the case of -eneral affinities.  If <p{?,n,y)  and *- ^p are the correct 

conductor potential and gradient field of D# and if D has been derived from D 

by an affinity (l.lO) Tie transplant q> and K by means of (3-l) and (3.2). JTe 

use the new fields f(x,y,z) and q (x,y,z) as test fields in the ^irichlet and 

Thomson principle for the capacity K.  We obtain by (3.25) and the Dirichlet 

principle 

u-16)     ** «F SJ5"2* ^ * f2,d«d'«•- - ^ I-lkiS ZZ"Jk«.     • 
while Thomson's principle (4.12) and (3.9), (3.26) yield 

Combining these inequalities, wo arrive at 

If we observe the transformations laws (3.'7), (3.23), and (3.24.) for the 

functionals V, J, and H ur.der affinities, we see that (4.18) is equivalent 

to the result (l.ll) announced in section 4.1. 

Inequality (4,18) contains the inequality 

(4.19)      9 - (I&ik<*.1/6££a
2
lk-ZI-°4 

which is just the Cauchy inequality.  In view of (3.7), (3-23). and (3.24) 

this obvious inequality leads to the geometric formulation 
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(...20) V.v* - H*•"* 

Thus,   this  particular functional  hns  a  mir.imu-n for the domain with highest 

symr.etry within  the  class  of nil   affinely related domains.     In  the  case 

that the dor.ain D#   is  n sphere,   •ie can make a more  general statement: 

Among nil soliis  starshnped with respect  to their center of gravity 

the  sphere  has  the  minimum value  for  HJV-^. 

In order  to  prove  this   statement we  introduce   the distance  r  from 

the  cer.ter  of  gravity  aid   the  element of solid angle dw .    7Te have  then 

(4.2l) J-MSr5- dw 

U.22) V . ^$Jr3dw 

(4.23) o^n\2dw 

Here all  integrations  are  extended over the boundary of the solid and J 
n 

denotes   its  surface  area. 3y Holder's inequality with p-l/3,  q»2/3, we 

have 

(4.24) 3V - ^(r5)l/3(r2)2/3dw £ ( ftr5d.)l/3<JJp2d.>2/3 

which means  by  (4.21)  and   (4.23) 

U ?5) (3V)3^5J52 

On the other hand,   it is  known [15,  p.  69,   (7)1 that 

(4.26) 32.4  3VH 

Thus,   (4.25)  leads  to 

(4.27) HJV
-2

 £ 2 . Urrr)(^ILr!)(^x2)"
2 

This proves the asserted minimum property of the sphere and the above 

derivation shows also that the sphere is the only solid with this minimum 

property. 

4.4.  In a similar way we can prove the inequalities (1.3)- (1.6). We 

shall indicate the methods only very briefly. In the case of the torsional 



rigidity P ne utilize the ^irichl-t principle (I, 1.5) and the Thomson 

principle (I, 1.1?) and co-.bine then with the methods of transplanting a 

scalar and vector field.  If D# has simply symmetry and D is obtained from 

it by :i pure dilatation (l.l), .ie use the identities (3.5', (3.14), and 

(1.15) and obtain 

(4.28) ^flb        ^f±Kb<a
2+h

2) 

a      b 

If D# has a higher symr.etry and D arises through a general affinity (1.2), 

we ap;. ly (3.2l) and (3.22) and arrive at the estimates 

(4.29) -f^f^—2'-T^\  Ud-bc)(a2*b2^c^d2) 
a * b * c * d    * 

If we compare these formulas with the transformation la^s (3.4) and 

(3.20/, we recognize the validity of {\ .}) •    We observe that all inequalities 

(1.3)- (1.5) contain 

U.30) J#A;
2
^JA"

2 

In the case of a general affinity this is by (3.4) and (3.20) equivalent 

with the trivial inequality 

(4.31)       2(ad- bc)^ a2* b2* c2 * d2 

_2 
It is, moreover, well known that the circle minimizes the expression JA 

among all domains. 

We come next to the electrostatic capacity K for which we use the 

Dirichiet principle (4.10) and the Thomson principle (4.12). We have to 

extend the linear transformations (l.l) and (1.2) into the entire (x,y,z)- 

space; we do this by adding the equation z •> £$ with arbitrary real £. 

Suppose that D# has a higher symmetry in the (x,y)-plane; let <f(f\>i»V) 

be its conductor potential and K - VQ   its gradient vector field. We use 

the transformation 
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(•'..32) x - a<r*bn      ,      y - c^*do        ,       z » 2$ 

and  the transplantation formulas   (3.1) and   (3.2). 

From Dirichlet's  principle and   (3 .21),  we derive easily 

We put this   inequality  into  the  abbreviated  form 

2       2       2       2 
(4.34- n-^.       ,rr~-—r~<r" r * i vad-bd* 

^vad - be; *• 

and  observe  that 

U.35) K#  =- P* Q 

We utilize  the  freedom in  the choice of £ in order  to minimize  the right- 

hand si:!e of our estimate  and   find 

(4.36) K2£- £ (a2*b2* c2 + d2)4PQ 

Since 4PQ -£ (P * «)" - K»,  we  obtain  finally 

(4.37) ^^  (a2*b2*c2*d2) 
K* 

which leads  by virtue  cf  (3.20)  and   (3./+)   to  the right-hand  inequality 

of  (1.4)-    We can derive  the  left-hand   inequality in exactly the same way. 

Wo  prove also by the  same  reasoning the  validity of  (1.4)   in  the  case of 

simply symmetry. 

In order to prove   (1.5), we have  to characterize the quantity k by a 

Dirichlet and  a Thomson  principle.     It  is  easily seen  that 

(4.38) k - min ^f jj (?u)2dxdy 

D 

where u(x,y) is any continuously differentiable function in the ring domain 

D which has the value 0 on one boundary curve C and the value 1 on the o 

other C,.    The minimum is attained  for the conductor  potential U which is 

harmonic  in D.    We have by Green's formula 

J. 
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Consider  new  any continuously differentiable  vector  field  q with 

U.W) V- q  -  0 

and 

qn ds 
u    — 

Then vie have 

1 .       1    ff   2 .    . 
k   "  -n 2TT JJ q   aXGy 

D 

and the minimum is attained for the particular vector field q" r VU. The 

proof for these statements i3 the same as in the case of the three-dimen- 

sional  capacity and  is,   therefore,  omitted. 

The  inequalities   (1.5/  are  an immediate  consequence  of the  extremum 

principles   (4.3S) and   (4.42)  ard of the transformation formulas   (3.13),   (3.14.), 

(3.15),   (3.4),   (3.20),   (3.21),  and  (3.22). 

Inequality  (1.6)  is obtained in the same way by use of the minimum 

definition of Section  III,  2.1,   for  the lowest eigenvalue. 

4.5.    The symmetry of a domain D can also be used  in order to obtain 

estimates   for  functionals with respect to domains D(t)  which arise  from 

D-D(l)  by  the  partial  one-sided stretching discussed  in Section  I,  4.3. 

In order  to illustrate the method,  we  consider the following example. 

Tie  use the notation of Section  I,  4.3,   and assume  that the body B considered 

is  a sphere of radiu3 R around the origin.    The body B(t) will  consist of 

a hemisphere of radius R in the half-space x •£ 0 and of one half of the 

ellipsoid with axes  tR, R,  and R in the half-space x ^-0.    Let K    be the 

capacity of B and K(t) denote th^ capacity of 3(t).    If V(x,y,z)  is  the 

conductor potential in the exterior of B, we can estimate K(t)  by means of 

(I, 4.26) with t   "1.    On the other hand, we have for reasons of symmetry 

(4.43) V(x,y.z)  - V(-x,y,z) 
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Consider  now  any continuously differentiable  vector  field  q with 

U.40; y. q - 0 

and 

\l.i*l) ?_       q-n ds   - -1 
J — 

Then we have 

r,,^ i     .    i  rr 2.  . 
,...«*/ k  -  mm  -- jj q   ax ay 

D 

and the minimum is  attained   for  the  particular vector field q - - VU.    The 

proof for  these statements   is   the  same  as   in  the case of the  three-dimen- 

sional  capacity and  is,   therefore,  omitted. 

The inequalities   (1.5)  ore an immediate consequence of the extremum 

principles   (/. .3S) and  (-C42)  and of the transformation formulas   (3.13),   (3.14), 

(3.15),   (3.4),   (3.20),   (3.21),  and  (3.22). 

Inequality   (1.6)   is obtained  in the same  way by use of the minimum 

definition of Section   III,   2.1,   for  the lowest eigenvalue. 

4i_5«    The symmetry of a domain D can also be used  in order to obtain 

estimates   for  functional:; with respect to domains  D(t)  which arise  from 

D-*D(l)  by the  partial  one-sided  stretching discussed  in Section  I,  4«3. 

In order   to  illustrate  the method,  we  consider the  following example. 

We use the notation of oection I,  4.3,  and assume  that the body B considered 

is  a sphere of radius R around the origin.    The body B(t) will consist of 

a hemisphere of radius R in the half-space x •£ 0 and of one half of the 

ellipsoid with axes  tR,  R,  and R in the half-space x ^0.    Let K    be the 

capacity of 3 and K(t) denote th-* capacity of B(t).     If V(x,y,z)  is  the 

conductor potential  in the exterior of B, we can estimate K(t)  by means of 

(I,  4.26) with t   - 1.    On the other hand,  we have for reasons of symmetry 

U.tf) V(x,y,z)  - V(-x,y,z) 
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Her.ce,   if V,   1:;  any of the   pnrtial  derivatives  V  ,  V  ,  or V   ,  we hav? 
1 • r x      y z' 

U.U) \V Vf dxdydz   -    JJv^dxdydz 

Fron  (I,   £.2")  and  th--  equations   (2.~),  we  conclude 

U.^5) JJj   V^ dxdydz 2f K 
3      o 

Jj/Vt dxdydz 
D D" 

Hence,  *e derive  fron  (I,   £.26)   the  e3ti-.ate 

(£.£6) K(t)6 KJ^^T*;  O 

Thur.,  we obtained  a sinrle e-itirr.ate  for  tho capacity of the  rather complicated 

body B(t;   in  terrr.3  of the  parair.oter of the  partial stretching.     Vario-.:3 

sirnilnr  results  can be obtained  in the  sar.e way  for analogous  cases  of 

svrrjnetry. 
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Chapter V 

Trnn::r Inntation of Harmonic Functions 

1 •  Torsicnal Rigidity and the Teen's Function. 

1.1.  In this chapter we shall discus.; the dependence of various domain 

functionals on the parameter t in the transformation 

(1.1) z    = z* tf(z) 

This   transformation carries   a  given domain  D»D(0)   into a  sequence  of domains 

D(t);   it  is   eonformal  if ne asr.ur.e  that f(z)   is  regular  analytic  in D(0)  and 

will  be one-to-one  for s'.'fficlently small  values of t,   if we assume  f(z;   to 

be  regular  in  the  closure  of D. 

Let H(t;   be  the  clr.ss  of  all  functions  h(x.y) which are  regular harmonic 

in D(t);  we  shn'l  write   for S3k"  of shortness  h-h(z)  but  observe  that h does 

not depend analytically on  the  complex variable  z.     ^e  can map the  class  H(t) 

in a one-to-one manner  into  the  class  H(0)  of functions  harmonic  in D(0)  by 

the  relation 

(1.2) h  (z)   - h(z • tf(z)) 
o 

In fact,   the  right side  function  i3 well-defined  in D(0) and  is harmonic 

there,  since a conforms 1 mapping preserves  the harmonicity of functions. 

We may say that we  have  transplanted  the  cla3S of all  harmonic  functions 

in 2(C)  into  the class of harmonic  functions   in D(t)  by means of the 

correspondence   (1.2). 

Various   important domain  functionals  are  closely related  to the  theory 

of harmonic  functions   in  the domain considered and  their study  is   facilitated 

by the  fact  that harmonic  functions  can be  transplanted  in  the  simple manner 

described. 

\.2.    Let g(z,£)  be the Green's  function cf a simply-connected  finite 

domain D;   that  is,  we suppose  that 
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a) ~(z, (f )   is  harmonic in the variable z,   except at the point £ 

b) g(z, f  ; * 7*"~ lo-; | 7- r,\  is harnonic at r, 
^  IT ' ' 

c'  £vz, ^) vanishes if th<^ variable z tends to the boundary C of D. 

We consider novr the function 

(1.3)        f(z ) - 2 11 =:(z. ^ )d^dn     ,  ^ = F * i 'y 

D 

This function is indefinitely differentiable in D and satisfies by virtue 

of b] the differential equation 

\l.U) Af - -2 

By the  property  c)  of  the  Green's  function we  recognize that f(z)  vanishes 

on  the  boundary C  and  hence,  we  nay  identify  f(z)  with  the stress  function 

of D, defined  in Section I,   1.1.    By means of (I,   1.4.), we compute the 

torsional  ririditv of D: 

(1.5) /• g(z, tf ./dxdy df do 

D    D 

This formula is often a convenient tool for dealing with torsional 

rigidity.  It per-.its computation of P by quadratures if the conformal 

mapping of D onto the unit circle is knewr..  In fact, let 

(1.6) z '  F(w) 

be  the  function which  is  ur.ivalent and  analytic   in  lw|<l and maps  this 

domain onto D.     If  X " F(<*J ), *e have clearly (transplantation of the 

Green's  function) 

(1.7) g{z,rf) - ^r leg l2^*] 

and we  can bring  the  formula   (l .5)   into  the  form 

(1.8) f j log I 1-frJ B 
I    w -OJ 

| F' (w)/ 2|F'(aj)|2dudvdpd(T 

i w i < l i u>i < l 

if w»u*iv,  wJ - p+i<f.    From (i.8), we could derive a  formula  for F  in 

terms  of the  coefficients  of the Taylor series  for F(w)  around the origin 

[9,  151. 
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l_.Ji      As   another  application,  vie  deal with the  following situation. 

Let D lie  in a larger  domain D    whose Green's  function and torsional 

rigidity we denote by rjn(r. ,*/)    -r-;  *\ •   respectively.    From the maximum 

definition for the torsions! rigidity  (I,   1.5), v?e deduce 

(1.9) Pi^P 

and, from the maximum principle for harmonic functions, we derive easily 

(1.10) g1(z,^ )^g(z,*$) 

Obviously, (l.9) is a consequence of (1.10) and the identity (i.5). 

We can obtain a better upper bound for P than (1.9) in the form 

(1.11) P-4f(   T S^2'^ )dxdyd9dr-| 
°D    D 

This  formula  is  often useful if the Green's  function of the domain D is 

not available  or  is  very complicated while  the Green's  function of a  slightly 

larger domain is easier to handle. 

1_^4.    We consider now  the  sequence  of domains  D(t) which are  obtained 

from the given domain D-D(O)  by the ccnformal mappings   (l.l).     Let 

g  (z,^) be the Green's  function of D(t)  and P(t)  its  torsional rigidity. 

77e have 

(1.12) g+(
z+ tf(z), C * tf(?))    = g(z,^) 

where g(z,^) is the Green's function of D.  In fact, both si -.J of (1.12) 

are harmonic in D and satisfy the requirements a)- c) of Section 1.2, which 

determine the Green's function in a unique way. 

We apply the identity (1.5) for the domain D(t) and its corresponding 

functionals; we then refer back to D(o) by means of (l.l) and (1.12).  In 

this way, we obtain 

(1.13) P(t) =* ^|JJJg(z^)|l + tf/(Z)|
2-[l + tf'(^|2dxdyd^dr| 

D D 

This formula shows that P(t) is a polynomial of the fourth degree in t. 



ffe cniculnt^ fro- ( : . I.3): 

,2 
C.H) t) = ;j$ y g(z^)(if'(Z)|2ii*tf(^)i2 

* ' f'(^r|l * tr";7.)|2)dxdyd^dr|* 32 ff IT g(7.^)(Re[f'(z)} 

* t|f'(z^|2:(Re(f '(JJ)V- tif/(rr)|
2)dxdyd^dr| 

It  is   a •.vell-knc-.fr.   fact  that 

that  is. 

(1.15) 

JTPPT. ':"   ^Mn"t.j riri   i<?   rosit^ v<?-dsf*iJli'ts * 

a    \\ r.U.^U'jP^dxdyd^dr   > 3 

for every continuous, net identically vanishing, real function £(z). 

rier.ee, ire have 

(1.16) P'(t) > 0 

except for the case that f'(z)—C.  Thus, we have proved: 

Theorem 1. If tne domains D(t) are obtained from a given domain D(0) 

by the conformal transformations (l.l), their torsional rigidity P(t) is 

ccr.vex from belon a--; a function of the parameter t. 

This convexity statement could have been obtained also from the 

maximum definition (I, 1.5) by transplantation of the extremal function 

f(x,y) and by using the invariance of the Dirichlet integral under conformal 

mapping.  The above derivation is perhaps more illuminating since it shows 

the explicit dependence of P(t) upon the parameter. 

l«i- ^e make the following application of Theorem 1. Let D be the 

unit circle jz|<l and consider conformal transformations (l.l) with 

f(0)» f'(0) - 0. ffe derive from (1.13) for all such transformations 

(1.17) P'(0) - 8 ff fTg(z,^)[Re{f '(z)}+ Re{f'($)}ldxdy d J d <j 

-16 |TjJe(z,5)Re{r'()f)jdxdyd^di 

D D 
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by virtue of the symmetry of the Green'J function. We see immediately that 

(1.18) jj(;(z^)R^r(<p}]dCdn -- \  Re(zf(z)- \  f(z) f     ; 

D 

in  fact,   by  the  wr.Iac-Poi^r.or. equation,   -re  recognize   that   both  sides 

have  the sa_,.e L«ulacia:i - Re<f' (z; r,   nnd since  z • l/z on  the  boundary of 

the  unit circle,   both do  vanish  there.     But  these   two  facts   clearly 

imply the  identity  ?f both sides. 

•7e observe  next   that  in  view  of our  restrictions  regarding  f(z) ,  vie 

have 

(1.19) Fleizf(z)-f f(r.! £-  77 ia^(r)  cos.s+bv(r)  sin-x<?] 

Hence,   clearly we  obtain  fror.  (1.17) 

(1.23) P'(0)   - 0 

Because of  the  convexity of F(t)   frox below,  we have 

(1.21) P'(t)   > 3       COT       t  >0 

and 

(1.22) P(t) > F(0) 

Using the sane considerations as in Jection III, 3.3. we obtain 

Ihegzer.   2.     Let r,. be the inner radius of a simply-connected finite 

domain and P its torsional rigidity.  Then Pr.  has the minimum value if 

V  is a circle. 

Theorem 2 expresses the inequality 

(1.23)       P>/ T r<* 
2  i 

valid  fur  ail  simply-connected domains  £  [15"1. 

2 .      Furjthex Applications . 

2....1-     Various  ether  functionals  are connected with the Green's   function 

g(z,^)  of a  domain D.    5Te mention,  as an example,   the  iterated Green's   function 

,        w  - u * iv (2.1) g(     U,$)  - JJg(z,w)g(w,£)dudv 

D 
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T:\is   function   is   the  Jreen'.;   function  for   the biharr.onic differential 

equation 

(. .2) ^Au - ::. 

•.Tit!: the boundary conditions 

(2 .3 /        'j - A u ' ?  on 3. 

It  play:;   a  role   in   the   -.'lnsticity   theory  of  plane  plates  with  the  boundary 
12 ^ 

curve C.     It  is  easily  noon  that g'" ' \z ,cf)   is   positive  and  continuous   in D. 

oup;.ose  nov;   that we   transform D-^(O)  by  conforrr.al mappings   (1.1/   into 

a  sequence  of domain.;  D(t).     Let  g     '(?. ,y)  be  the  corresponding  iterated 

Green's  functions.     Using  the definition   (2.l) with respect  tc   the domain 

D(t)  and  referring bac-:  to  the  original  dor.ain D  by means  of  (i.l)  and 

(1.12).  we   find: 

U.A) E, 
v<i / / ^     *     * 

z .* : ^e<z,»>K<M>l 1 • tf'(w)t    dudv 

Let us   choose  an  arbitrary  but fixed   pair of points  z,^ in D.     The 

functional 

(2.5) 
i ••> ^ 

C,(t)   -  4   y(z* tf(:-.;, v * tfft)) 
.(2) is   the value  of g        at  the  transplanted  points   z   ,'(,  •    "e see  from  (2.4) 

that  3(t)   is  a  second degree  polynomial   in  t.    We  calculate  immediately: 

(2.6) Q"(t)   - 3*(0)   - 2 Jjg(z,w)g(ii,^)(f '(viM2dudv >0 

D 

(2.7) G'(t)  - 2jJ g(z,w)g(w,$)Re£f'(w)}dudV tG"(0) 

D 

We see that G(t) is convex fror. below in dependence on t. 

2.2.  In order tc apply our preceding results, we choose again D to 

be the unit circle |z|<l and restrict ourselves to functions f(z) which 

are analytic in the unit circle and satisfy f(0) •« f/(C) - 0. We specialize 

*   * 
further the pair of points ?.,£ by patting z-£ = 0. Observe that z - %   -0 



for nil dippings (l.l) with the above functions f(z). 

We have in the cnse of the unit circle 

U.S)        g(*.C) ^ - r*- log | w| 
._ TT 

and  hence 

(2.9) J'(0)  - -^r   \| (log !*|)2 Re(f'(*)"|dudv 

In view  of  the  radial sywetry of the  Green's  function g(w,0)  and  of the 

normalization of fd vie 

(2.10) 3'(0)   - 3 

hence,   the convexity of G(t)   implies  that 

(2.11) :i(t) ^G(O) 

and equality is  only p<jsjible   if f'(z)S0,   i.e.,   if D(t)-D(0). 

In the usual way,  we rrwy deduce from  (2.11/  the following 

lb.§o_r_ejD     3.      If r.   is  the inner radius  of 2 and g *"  (Z,L)  is  the 
i 

-2   (? ) 
iterated Green's  function of the   ioTwin.   the expression  r.   S ""   (z,Z/  has 

a  r.inir.ur. if D  is  n  circle with z as  center. 

It   Is  easy  to calculate g *'   \0,0)   for  the  unit  circle;  we   find   for 

its value  (8TT)   " and  roay,   therefore,   express Theorem    3    by the  inequality 

U.U) g      (z,z)> ^p r. 



APPENDIX 

v.. 

iiein.;  Heifer.;;tein 

:-     Pu.t,:;£_lox:^iQriUjL 5*igi<Uty_o.;C an .^iQ.s.£elQ-*i.tcian2ls- 

1.       Let  .1  denote   the  base,   h  the  height,   and  A  the  area  of an 

isosceles   triangle «'.o.;e   torsional  rigidity is  P.     If we keep a • 2  fixed. 

the    .*;h:ir»* trv-  triangle  is  •:< 

car.  determine  the  value  of P  ;: 

infinitely  acute   tria:i"Ve 

equilateral   triangle: 

right  isosceles  triangle: 

infinitely  flat  trian-:le: 

ine.i  by  the  variable quantitv 

following special  cases; 

:TJ P ~ * • h 

h - V 3    ,    P -- V 3/5      ; 

h - i      ,    r - 0.10/.364    ; 

h-»0      ,    P^h3/6 

The result.;   for h-   *(\3 and h-1 are well  known  '15,  p.  256,  25~"\    The 

result for h —>co easily  follows   from  the  value of P for  an  infinitely 

narrow  sector   .15,   p.   2v6*.     The  result for  h—>0 can  be  obtiined by two 

syrametrizations.     In  fact,   for  a  right  triangle with  legs  2  and  h,   P  can 

be  estimated   fro-', the  P of a  narrow  sector when  h—>Z.     ->yr~etrizatior. with 

respect to  a   line  parallel   to  th ••  short  leg h changes   this  right  triangle 

into  a   (flat)   isosceles   triangle,  which  is  changed  b" a second synrr.etrir.Qtion, 

with  respect t^  a   line  parallel   to  the  base,   into a  rhombus,   the  torsional 

rigidity of which can be estimated  from above by use  of an  inequality due 

to E.   !.T:colai   '15,   p-   112(1)"".     In view  of  the  f-ict that  the synmetrization 

increases P,   the torsional  rigidities of the  three  figures  considered turn 

out to be equal   as  h—K>. 

2.      We shell  use  four  inequalities   for the P of our isosceles  triangle 

[12 \     If v<c   introduce  the notation 

P 
2N2 

2(3*hfc)     ,     q  -  (1 • h'")(9+ri)     ,     r  - 4U + h") 



1 ~v 

tr.er. 

(A.l) 
>$ 

>yV > 
5p 

.3/ 

3U.V- 931 :16r) 45(5p3 * l^pq* 6Zr) 

The first  (simpler)  upper bound  for P expresses  the fact, t.nat of all 

triangles  with a  given 'ires A  t'r.    e -.uilateral  triangle  has  the  largest 

torsional  rigidity   '15,   p     153 \     -he second  upper bound  for P  is  based 

en Thomson's  principle;  details  of  the derivation will  be  published  else- 

where.     The  first  lower bound   for P is  a consequence cf the convexity of 

the  quantity oJ - h/P,   considered  as  a  function of t  - l/h     (see section  I, 

1.1)   arid  of the  slope  cf the  curve   c*)(t: )  at    r=3_1'2  given  in   (IV,   £.3). 

The second  iow-^r bound  is   :i.-.cussed In a previous  report "13,   p.  2i ,   formula 

(6.18) \ 

3.       ^e can derive closer  bounds  for P if we co-.bine  the above 

inequalities with  the  fact  that   C*J • h/P  is  a  convex and   increasing 

function of   T » l/h   . 

The four  triangles  of nhich the torsional  rigidity can be  precisely 

computed,  yield  four points: 

T   - 0     ,      ^ -  3/2 ; 

t  -  1/3,      w -  5 . 

^ - 1     ,      W = 9.5321      ; 

CO - 
lim      Y - 6 
t-»oc 

The  last  relation yields   the slope of  the asymptote of the  curve to('C). 

The inequalities   (A.l)  can easily be  translated   into  the  (w,T)-notation. 

He write 



J-rj   - 

OJ. - -t (:<r • l) 

5 V ?' 

2 ^ , ^ iirr_Lilii.c_^ 

Then,   <•*>,   and &J    are  upper  bounds,    i*K  and uJ   lower  bounds   for <~vT) .     In 

a   (r,u>-diagram, i-o,   reyresor.t*;   the  common  tangent of ul , uJ0,   and a;   at  the 
1 t       5 U 

\an <+>, point  (1/3,5/.     *he expression  OJ    is   in other  points  always  less   th 

(thir>  follows  also   from the  derivation of  thnse  quantities)  and  so,   in 

looking  for  an  uj-per  bouni.  we   always  prefer <*>*   to 61 .     By numerical 

computation  it is  found   that uL   and  u)t   intersect   (besides  at   (1/3,5)  for 

T  -0.12U5,   and n<?  have w   >6o.,   for   0-6  t^T  ,    ^ ^ w.   for t >T . 
o u 2. o'       2  ^   4 o 

The  curve a;   passes   through  the  correct points   (0,3/2)  and   (l/3,5) •     From 

the  convexity we  conclude   that  the  straight  line  that join.*   these  points 

and  may be  called u>r   i-    another   lower  bound  between  them,   but CxJ    and 6a 

are  better ones.     The  same   is   true  in  comparison with  the  tangent 

W-12.5T * 1.5  from the point   (0,3/2)  to (*>..,  since the tangent of IXJ  has 

a greater slope  in this  point   (viz.   12.70).      ui    and co   have a  common 
2 A 

tangent which is,  by convexity,   the best lower bound  for ^ in the neighbor- 

hood of their  intersection.     However,   since  these  curves  intersect under 

a very  small angle  th^  improvement  is  very unimportant and valid   for a 

very small  range of values  of T only. 

The  line joining the precisely known points   (l/3,5)  and   (l,  9.5321) 

is  again  a  loner bound  between theje points  from convexity.    But  it can 

be improved by drawing the tangent 

d>n - 6.3413T * 2.7409 
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from  ['.  '">.•" :\; 1 N-   to  w. which   ,ouches   the  latter  curve at t"»0./»G06.    The 

best  Icvser bounds   in  this   interval  are  therefore UJ.   and aj_. 

Jinc.e 6;    dees  not V'«.;j   through  trie correct  joint  (l,   9.5821)  but a 

little  higher   (l,  n.6429.'  we  can,   in  the  left-hand  neighborhood of  this 

point,   improve  the upper bound <*J   by drawing through  (l,  9.5321)  the line 

parallel  to  the  nsy-rnrtote cf oXf).     Since we know  its  slope  to be  6.   its 

equation can be  found 

UJ   - ^f' 3.5321 

uL  and OJ    intersect  f or T • ".9133.     3/ convexity oJ    is  the best  upper 
5 O l 

bound of .«•' on the right-hand  ; ide of the point  (l,   9.5821),  as  long as  it 

is   less   than u> .      u)    and «j^  intersect  for Vm I.3884.    The best lower 

bound  for <•<> on the  right-hand side of 1 is <4,  since <o   and u)   are bsth 
t- 2 4 

less  than w. .     For  large  values of f" the curve oJ   can be  replaced  by its 

asymptote ;* - 6.5A"6 f • 3 .3113 . 

Sunning up wo  have  found  the  following bounds: 

0 ^ r^. 0.12H5 s «4 ^  «*J ^<^3 

1 0.12H5 ^ T ^ 0../,006A o^^   w ^=6 

O.4OO64 ^T «£ c.91827 ^-C SO <<u)3 

0.91827^^^1 ^7^:^^^6 

1 £: T-£1.38843 ^-^^^^ 

1.38840  ^T >,^ *°-S-fcj, 
o 3 

Figure II reprejents the points (0, 3/2), (l/3, 5^ and (l, 9.5821); 

the shape of the corresponding triangle is indicated near to the baseline. 

Essential portions of the straight lines ui ,  A,  and ^  and of the parabola 

c4> are also given. Yet of oX.  a) ,  and £) only the points of intersection 

with the left or right border cf the figure are indicated. 



T?   in'-rodj->.?   the  — mntitic-s  :j •* h/a  " ~
J1—'    and  Q 

tii-i   translate  the above   inequalities which vield: 

100P_       25 

iff ui 

; ^ i • •. >? 

1./.35 > n »0.791 

0.791 ^ ^'A 

0.^26^ q >y  J.fOG 

0.5C0 ^c ^ 3._,-_» 

0.£2_,  J£c 

i^i* ^ , _* 12.5a 

i-JJLa ^n __.!•-• Sa 
) 2 

12 . v q ^ T^. 12.i5.Jl_ 

^3 * ^7 
1  : 

^-fl-__. a^l2«5tt 

uJ •_=w «=• 
<i 

CO, ^ 

3y means   of  these   inequalities   the Table  I  has  been prepared.     It  is 

remarkable  that for  all values  of q the relative  error  never surpasses   12.5?. 

and that  for  q <. 2  it  is  even  les.-;   than 6%.     In  the  neighborhood  of the 

precisely known case.;  it drops  down to much smaller values.     In about two 

thirds  of the  cases   listed   in Table  I the relative error  is  under 1%. 

TA3LE  I.     Torsionol  ricidity oC an  isosceles   triangle. 

P  is  the  torsional rigidity of an isosceles  triangle with base a and 

height h.    The columns list: 

(1) T - a2/_»h* 

(2) h/a 

(3) lower bound  £ for  1D0 P/a^ 

(/,)    upper bound  _ for  100 P/a* 

(5)    approximate; value 2lu/U ' u)  for 13C P/i 4 

(6)    extreme possible   relative error  100(u- l)/{u *£),  computed in 

percentages,  of the approximation given  in column  (5). 



U,' 

h/a 

v3; 

lower 

(4) 

Mo:,er 

". \0 

0.05 
•. 10 

0.15 
0.20 

0.23 
0.30 
0.35 
0.40 
0 . .<, ^ 

0.50 
0.55 
0.60 
-.65 
0.70 

:.75 
0.8C 
0.35 
-\90 
3.95 

1.00 
1.05 
1.10 
1   • *   ^ 
•> *-*   >"N 

1 .?* 

1.35 
1./.0 

1.6C 

1.7: 

00 

oo     -> 0.4^15  h/a  ^ 3.33  h/a 

0 .2"!:' 0     10 . 9^ 15 13. ;>; c 3 
1.5011       6. ,7,17 

.• •  J . »- <. 

"?   e 3 2 7 
1.09'0 
1.1 ISO 

1 

".9129 
' • 3452 

O.7906 
O    7. _C/ 

0.6742 
0^6455 
0.6:.;. 2 
^ . 7   ' .O 

O.5774, 
0.5 5 ° 0 
3!5423 
"\ r—•" 

0.5130 

0.5000 

0.^662 

0. /' 72 
:i'*-5 
0.4303 
0.4226 

9.4032 

-.3953 

'-.3'.'35 

2.?671 
2-4^3.'. 
2.0616 
1       'T> 1"! 

1.4230 
1.2039 
2.1670 
1.0677 

<.">633 

3.9030 
O.S430 
\"?56 
.7346 
.6900 

0.652 3 
0.6l4fc 

O.4767  0.5S0r 

"> • 5494 
0.5210 

".4950 
3.4712 
J.4491 
0.4239 

0.19 31 

\3621 

0.3351 

7.1503 
4.8113 
3.600; 

2.3620 
1.8042 

1.4345 
I .2950 
1.1787 
1.0785 
0.9921 

0.9160 

N.7923 
0.7404 
0.6940 

0.6523 
0.6172 

•.r^53 
3-5560 
3.5292 

0.1044 
0.4816 
\4605 
0.4403 

0.4056 

3.3-43 

0.34"3 

(5) 

100 P/a/l 

"7.2917 h/a 

11.9171 
6.7775 
4.6837 
3.5702 

2.3769 
2./. 04 5 
2.3613 
1.3016 

1.4287 
1.289? 
1.1723 
1.0731 
0.9735 

0.9124 
0.3463 

.7375 
0.6924 

0.6523 
0.6159 
0.5328 
0.5527 
0.5251 

:.4997 
3.4763 
0.4547 
0.4348 

0.3993 

0.3634 

0.3413 

(6) 

error % 

12.50 

8.72 
5.21 
2.55 
1.06 

0.34 
0.05 
•J m J± 

0.01 
j.30 

0.40 
0.46 
3.50 
0.51 
1.37 

0.43 
•^ 

u .46 
" .43 
^ .39 
0 .23 

3 .00 
0 .21 
-» .41 
0 .60 

.77 

w . .94 
1 . .10 
1 _ .24 
1. .38 

1. .56 

1. .72 

1£2 2i»h    ^ 122 3J1I 
275 4    12 

1.87 

4.16 



11.   Qn_&ejr<?r3i?ral Rigidity _gf„& JksianjOs • 

1.       Let  a,   b b<:   the  sides  of  a  rectangle,   q - a 'b  their  ratio,   and P 

its   torsional  rigidity,    ^e kee;-  b» 1   fixed  rind  let a  vary.    P  is  known  in 

the  case of  the  3ouare   (n * l),   namely P   - u.L/,06. "     o 

Moreover,   the   follow in,; bounds will be  used: 

3  "* 
py.1    _fl_b.l_ 

— *       2       2 
a     *  V< 

which, goes  over   in  an equation both  for a/b ~*0 and  for a/b —>co, 

P >:P 2aV 
o   2     : 

a   * b 

F4PaV 
o 

Tno  last  inequality  follows   from  the  fact that of all   quadrilaterals 

with a  given area  the square  ha.;   the  highest torsional  rigidity  [15,   p.   153 "\ 

The  first  inequality   (an upper  bound  for P)   is  a  particular  case  of an 

inequality due to E.  Nicolai  [15,   p.   112  (l)].    The middle  inequality   (a 

lower  oound  for P)   is  a  particular  case  of  (IV,   4.23). 

aP 
2.  Similarly a3 in Section A.I. 3 the quantity a/P* dJ or 0." P o> • J l J o 

is  a  convex function of the variable -~ »  f . 
a 

We define the  following  functions: 

a1-3P0(i*t)   ,   n2-£d*t)   ,   ci3=<Z 

Then the above inequalities take the form 

and the precisely known cases are expressed by the equations 

XI - 3P  for T - 0 ,  and Q - 1 for r - 1 
c 

In a "t,Q diagram Q i-~ the tangent of the parabola Q    at the 

point (l,l). From the convexity of Q(X )  we conclude that the tangent 

from the correct point (0, 3P ) to Cl    is a better lower bound for -O. 



than CV .  The e: uatior. of this tangent ij 

O 
1, P 

?P : .5?27*C + :.42l8 

This   t3tiger.t  i::  ev?n  a  bettor  bound   than  the  line  joining the  two 

known  points   (."!,   "P  /.   arid   (l.l),   since the  slope  of  the  latter  is  only 

1-3P .5"82.    The point cf contact of **    and   12,   is 1 - 0.7117, 

Q = O.S436. 

Likewise e the tangent to -Ti., parallel to O, in a better lower bounc 

"or O than O .  Its equation is 

0. ^3vr+uV D.4218T • 0.5927 

and its  joint of contact C- 1.4052, O. - 1.1854. 

-sing the  convexity, the best available  bounds   for C\ are  therefore 

found  to  be: 

0 ^ X. ^ 0.7117       :       n   •£ O fl-  O , 

".7117 £  T 

1.4052 ^ T 

1 ./.0C. 

•Q5 ^ a ^ rij 

If in these inequalities  ne  introduce  the quantities  q-a/b,  Q = P/ab   , 

instead of   T,   A,   they take the form: 

:P O'
: 

q > 1-1354 

1.1854 >/ q >, 0.3436 

0.8436  >q 

^Q^ 

2P o2 

o 

12P2o2 

 QLL_ 

36P2q2• 1 
0^ 

^ Q Z. P  q 

->   o 
2P q- 12P q 
-^2_L ^Q £_   —Q- 

.*•! 
2       2 

36P   + q^ o 

COIUTJI  (4)  of Table  II contains  the best approximation to the  torsional 

rigidity P of a rectangle that r;e can compute on the basis of the inequalities 

listed.     Colurji  (6)  of  the sane   tuble shows   the extreme possible error   (in 



Ill - 

;. ercenta;;es)  of the n;proximate value  lifted  in  column   (/»)j   thi3 error  is 

estimated  a rticri.  without  reference   tc   the  exact, value,  only on  the basis 

o? the  leer nrvi  upper ej t L~ates  listed  in columns   (2)  and   (3?,   respectively, 

"he actual deviation of the  a. ; roxirr.ate value  in  column   (4.)   from the  actual 

value  in  column   (?)   is  much  less   in most cases   tr.3n  the extreme error  given 

in column  (6). 

3.       Here  is   a  remark  that  may considerably enhance  the  interest of 

Table  II. 

Let P/ denote  the  tcrsional  rigidity of a  rhombus with diagonals  a 

and b.    Then the following inequalities  hold 

1    V p '^_  -*-    -2.-M  
12    a2^b:- 

which i'oes  over in an equation both for a/b —->3 and for a/b—*-oo, 

P    3,3 
P '-., _c -a p  

a * b 

Y'^=  P u3b3A     ; o 

P * 0.L406 is the torsional rigidity of the unit souare.  These three o ... 

inequalities are derived from the same sources as the corres pondLng three 

inequalities for P listed in Section 1, and we can summarize them by 

saying that the sa-e three inequalities hold for AT'  as for P. Therefore, 

the columns (2\   (3 , (/•). and (6) of Table II yield lower and upper bounds, 

an approximate value, and an estimate of the extreme possible error of this 

approximate value for Ij1'   just as well as for P. 

Now, AP' precisely coincides with P for a-b, a/b—^0, a/b-^co, yet 

we do not know and can scarcely expect that a precise coincidence takes place 

for any other value of the rati. a^b. However, it- seen reasonable to take 

the (rather well known)" value ?//,  as an approximation for the (unknown) ?'. 

Table II could be used to estimate the error of this approximation numerically. 
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Table   : 1 .     Totsicr,a\ .Svii'-Ut' _Qf ja Jkstflsde . 

F  i.;   the   torjiona'   rigidity of a rectangle with sides  a  and  b,   a •>. b. 

The column.;   list: 

(1) q  - a/b  ratio of  longer jide  a  to jhorter side b. 

(2) lower bound £ for  P/ab \ 

(3) upper bound, u  for P/ab   . 

(4) approximate value 2fj/(/*u) for P/ab'3 , 

(5) exact value  for  P ab   , 

(6) extre-,e  possible  relative error  100(u-£)/(u*£,),   computed   in 

percentages,  of the  approximation given  in column  (4). 

(1)         (2)           (3)             U) (5) (6) 

a/b  lower  upper  Pa b "a b error % 

prox. ex. 

1 0.H06    0.1406    0.1406 0.U06 0.00 
1.1 0.151*0    0.154"'    0.1543 0.1540 0.23 
1.2 C.1660 0.168? 0.1673 0.166 0.32 
1.25 0.1715 0.1755 0.1735 0.1717 1.16 
1.5 0.1947 0.2052 0.1998 0.1958 2.63 
I.75    0.2120    0.22*5    0.2199 0.2K3 3.75 
2 0.2250 0.2467 0.2353 0.2237 4.60 
2.5       0.2^24    0 2722     0.2564 0.2494 5.78 
3 0.2531     ).2MIJ3    0.2696 0.2633 6.51 
4 0.2647    0.3064    0-2840 0.2808 7.31 
5 0.2704    0.3156    0.2912 0.2913 7.71 
6 0.2736    0.3208    0.2953 0.2983 7.94 
7 0.2756 3.3240 0.2978 0.3033 8.08 
3          0.2769    0 3262    0.2995 0.3071 8.17 

10          0.27S4    0.3237    0.3015 0.3123 8.28 
12          0.2793    0.3301    0J026 0.3158 8.34 

100          0.2812    0.3333    0.3050 0.3312 8.48 
CD          0.2812    0.3333    O.3O51 0.3333 8.43 
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